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Who this guide is for
Gladue report writers or those interested in writing Gladue
reports can use this guide as a reference. Gladue report
writers work with Indigenous people to tell their stories,
typically in court through a Gladue report. The purpose
of a Gladue report is to give a decision maker a complete
picture of the Indigenous person before them.
The Gladue report has details about their Indigenous
background and the circumstances that may have
contributed to bringing them to court. The Gladue report
also suggests a way forward by providing alternatives to
jail for the court to consider, which may include Indigenous
law, legal principles, and culturally appropriate community
options. The Gladue report’s content may vary depending
on the type of matter it’s prepared for.
Gladue principles require judges to consider an
Indigenous person’s background. But not all judges are
familiar with Indigenous peoples’ history in Canada, and
they must be so they can apply Gladue principles in their
decision-making process. A Gladue report is often key to
informing a judge about the unique circumstances that
affected and continue to affect all Indigenous peoples.
As a Gladue report writer, your responsibility is to describe
an Indigenous person’s history and provide personal,
social, and cultural context, some of which a judge or other
decision maker may not be familiar with. Where relevant,
a Gladue report could also include culturally appropriate
options available inside and outside of a correctional
system, and consider Indigenous law and community input.
These options will help a judge make an appropriate bail or
sentencing decision.
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A well-written and thorough Gladue report is vital to helping
a decision maker arrive at an appropriate outcome for an
Indigenous person. The goal of this guide is to help you
prepare effective Gladue reports.

For more detailed information about some topics in this
guide, refer to Best Practices for Writing Gladue Reports
and Understanding Gladue Principles or Guide for the Legal
Review of Gladue Reports, published by Legal Aid BC. See
the back cover for how to order free copies. Watch for these
icons throughout this guide to direct you to these resources.

Words in bold type are explained in the text or definitions
section (pages 76 – 78).
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Introduction

Subject: an explanation
In this guide the word subject refers to the Indigenous person whose story
is told in a Gladue report and shared with others, including Crown counsel
and defence counsel, First Nations/Indigenous Court Elders, and correctional
institutions in some cases.
This term isn’t ideal and may trigger some negative feelings for some people.
It’s used in this guide in a basic descriptive way: the person a Gladue report is
written about is the Gladue report’s subject since they’re the subject of their
own story. The term isn’t intended to remove anyone’s sense of independence
or agency, or suggest that people are “our subjects.”
This term was chosen instead of offender to avoid defining people by
an offence.

Self care
The subject of a Gladue report will share sensitive and traumatic information
with you to tell their story. This work can be challenging, especially if you’re
Indigenous and affected by Gladue factors.
A subject’s information may be difficult for you to hear or process. The material
they share with you may cause you to recall your own history of trauma, loss,
adversity, or other challenging experiences. Learn what your triggers are and
find help if you feel overwhelmed or (re)traumatized.

In t rod uc t i on
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Learn how to cope with what you hear. Take regular breaks. Find appropriate
supports and resources, based on your own needs and context. Your supports
may include being in nature or speaking to a counsellor, therapist, or trusted
friend to make sure you’re healthy to do this work. Share challenges and
successes in a safe environment, attend professional development workshops,
and find a mentor who understands the challenges you face. Recalling your
own resilience will also strengthen you to do this work.
Throughout the Gladue report writing process, it’s important to also consider
the subject’s care (see page 34).

Keep in mind that your hard work helps people. Just bearing
witness and giving people a voice is meaningful.

For more information to help you as a legal professional to prepare
and write Gladue reports, see the Trauma-Informed Toolkit for
Legal Professionals provided by the Golden Eagle Rising Society
at goldeneaglerising.org/initiatives-and-actions/
trauma-informed-toolkit-for-legal-professionals.
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Gladue Principles
in Criminal Matters

If a person identifies as Indigenous and is charged with a crime, the judge
must apply Gladue principles when they’re in a criminal court. This means
the judge must consider their personal and unique circumstances as an
Indigenous person when making decisions about them; for example,
whether to grant bail or determine an appropriate sentence for them. These
circumstances include challenges an Indigenous person faces, the resilience
and personal strengths they’ve shown, and ways to support them to address
their challenges. The judge must consider the subject’s life experiences and
what’s happened to them, their family, friends, and community.
Because Canadian courts often disregard Indigenous people’s
circumstances, too many Indigenous people are sent to jail. In 1999 the
Supreme Court of Canada addressed this failure in the criminal justice
system in a case called Gladue. This case gave judges a way to recognize
an Indigenous person’s individual experiences and unique circumstances.
These are called Gladue principles.
In Gladue, the court explained that Indigenous people before the court have
circumstances that are significantly different from non-Indigenous people
who’ve committed crimes. The court stated that sentencing judges have to
pay attention to this wide range of unique circumstances, in particular:

G l a du e Pr i n c i p l e s i n C r i m i n a l M atters
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1. The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a
part in bringing the particular Indigenous person before the courts; and
2. The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be
appropriate in the circumstances for the person because of his or her
particular Indigenous heritage or connection.
These two sets of circumstances are the core of Gladue principles.
The Supreme Court said that colonialism (see page 17) creates challenges
for many Indigenous people, and they’re more likely to be sent to jail because
they’re Indigenous. The result is systemic discrimination in the justice system.
The goal of Gladue principles is to address this discrimination by having
judges consider the unique circumstances of Indigenous peoples in Canada.
Gladue principles apply to all Indigenous peoples (Status or non-Status,
First Nations, Métis, or Inuit), who live on reserve or off reserve, in an urban
environment, Indigenous community, or non-Indigenous community. Gladue
principles also apply to an Indigenous person adopted by a non-Indigenous
family or raised in a foster home.

Section 718.2(e)
Changes to the Criminal Code in 1996 included the new section 718.2(e)
because too many Indigenous people were in prisons compared to the
general population. The section states that judges must consider all
available options other than jail that are reasonable in the circumstances.
The Gladue court case was the first to interpret section 718.2(e).

Gladue court case
The term Gladue comes from a Supreme Court of Canada decision in
R. v. Gladue, which interpreted section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code. In 1995
a young Cree-Métis woman named Jamie Tanis Gladue was charged with
the second-degree murder of her common-law husband. She pleaded guilty
to manslaughter, and the judge sentenced her to three years in prison. The
sentencing judge didn’t consider Ms. Gladue’s Indigenous background
because she lived off reserve in a non-Indigenous community.

4
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Ms. Gladue appealed her sentence, and her case eventually went to the
Supreme Court of Canada in 1999. The court decided the sentencing judge
made a mistake to disregard Ms. Gladue’s Indigenous background. The court
said every Indigenous person’s background should be considered, whether
they live on reserve or off reserve and have Indian status or not. It said the
criminal justice system failed Indigenous peoples, and section 718.2(e) was
a way to address overrepresentation of Indigenous people in jail.
The Supreme Court of Canada decided it wasn’t necessary to change
Ms. Gladue’s sentence. But it provided guidance about the application of
section 718.2(e) and what a judge needs to consider when sentencing an
Indigenous person.
Section 718.2(e) is meant to address the fact that Indigenous peoples face
racism in their everyday lives in Canada. Racism reveals itself as systemic
discrimination in the justice system when a disproportionate number of
Indigenous people are sent to jail. Section 718.2(e) provides an opportunity
to address the discrimination.

Ipeelee court case
In R. v. Ipeelee in 2012, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the court’s direction in
R. v. Gladue and gave more guidance about Gladue principles to judges,
Crown counsel, and defence counsel.
Gladue principles apply to all Indigenous people before the court, and include
their unique background, the effects of colonization, and ways to make
decisions that are appropriate for their Indigenous heritage or connection.
It isn’t up to the judge, Crown counsel, or defence counsel to decide if Gladue
principles apply. Even if an Indigenous person waives (gives up) their right to
have their personal and individual circumstances considered at sentencing,
the judge has a duty to apply Gladue factors (unique circumstances) and
Gladue principles.
Crown counsel, defence counsel, or the Indigenous person (if they don’t have
a lawyer) must give the judge the necessary information to consider Gladue
factors (see page 28) when an Indigenous person is before the court.

G l a du e Pr i n c i p l e s i n C r i m i n a l M atters
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The Supreme Court also said this information is often brought to court in a
Gladue report, which the court considers to be an “indispensable sentencing
tool.” Even without a Gladue report, lawyers have a duty to bring this
information before the court in every case.
When setting an appropriate sentence, judges must explain how they
considered systemic and background factors. Simply referring to these
factors isn’t enough. The Supreme Court also confirmed a direct link between
the offence and the effects of colonization and systemic racism against
Indigenous peoples isn’t required.
Gladue principles apply to all crimes under the Criminal Code, even very
serious ones. The judge makes their decision based on the specific details of
an Indigenous person’s case and considers an appropriate sentence for the
Indigenous person, victim, Indigenous community, and general community.
If an Indigenous person committed a serious crime, they may have to go to jail.
But the judge still has to apply Gladue principles when they decide the sentence.
Legal Aid BC’s Gladue Submission Guide is a helpful resource for
lawyers, advocates, and people representing themselves in court
to prepare written or oral Gladue information when a Gladue report
isn’t available. See the back cover for how to order free copies.

6
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Sentencing

The fundamental purpose of sentencing is to contribute to respect for
the law and maintain a just, peaceful, and safe society by imposing
appropriate sanctions. As a Gladue report writer, you need to understand
the broader framework of sentencing because you identify appropriate
options (see page 13) for the Indigenous person inside or outside of the
correctional system.

Sentencing purposes (objectives)
Denunciation. The sentence reflects society’s abhorrence (horror and
disgust) for the crime.
Deterrence. The sentence discourages the person and the general public
from committing the crime in the future.
Rehabilitation. A sentence that works to change the person’s behaviour,
such as treatment, counselling, or other programs to restore or help them
reintegrate into society.
Reparation. A sentence that repairs, restores, or compensates the victim
and/or the community for the harm or loss the crime caused.
Responsibility. A sentence that encourages the person to recognize and
accept the harm they’ve done to the victim and the community.

Se n ten c i n g
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Separation from society. A sentence to protect the public, including a
custodial sentence or conditions such as in a conditional sentence order
(CSO), that restricts the person’s mobility in the community.
The sentence the judge gives must be consistent with the principles of
sentencing and also address the disproportionate overrepresentation of
Indigenous people in prisons.

Some sentencing principles
Aggravating/mitigating factors. The sentence should be increased to
account for relevant aggravating circumstances or decreased to account
for relevant mitigating circumstances.
Parity. The sentence should be similar to sentences imposed for similar
offences committed in similar circumstances.
Proportionality. The sentence should reflect the seriousness of the offence
and the person’s degree of responsibility.
Restraint. The sentence doesn’t deprive the person of their freedom if less
restrictive sanctions would be appropriate in the circumstances.
Totality. The combined sentence shouldn’t be unduly long or harsh when
consecutive sentences are imposed.

contains more explanations about the Canadian criminal
legal system, including sentencing

Types of offences
In the criminal court system, offences are processed as summary or indictable.
Summary offences are generally less serious crimes and carry lower
maximum sentences. Indictable offences are generally more serious crimes
(such as robbery) that carry greater maximum penalties. Offences that can be
processed as either summary or indictable are called hybrid offences. The
most serious offences under the Criminal Code of Canada, such as murder and
high treason, have mandatory minimum penalties.
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As a Gladue report writer, knowing whether the person’s charges are summary
or indictable can help you to present realistic bail or sentencing options.

General principles
Under Canadian common law, judges are guided mainly by two sources to
make their sentencing decisions — general sentencing principles found in
the Criminal Code (such as deterrence, denunciation, and rehabilitation) and
precedent decisions made by the Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court of
Canada. They also need to respect the Constitution of Canada, which includes
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Section 718 sets out the purpose and principles of sentencing that apply to
every person being sentenced and provides judges with guidelines to decide
a fit sentence in each case. A fit sentence is appropriate for the particular
circumstances of the person before the court, the offence, the victims, and the
community. Under Canadian criminal law, a sentence is always individualized:
even if two crimes are the same, the two sentences may be different because
the two people who committed the crimes are unique, and sentences must
“fit” each person.
This is true for every person in the criminal justice system, whether they’re
Indigenous or not. Section 718.2(e) requires judges to specifically consider
the effects of colonization that continue to affect Indigenous peoples in
general and the person before the court. All other principles and purposes
of sentencing still apply.

Guidelines and standards — Case law
R. v. Gladue (1999) and R. v. Ipeelee (2012) are the two most important
Supreme Court of Canada cases that guide the application of section 718.2(e)
to Indigenous people before the court. In Ipeelee, the court said a Gladue
report is essential to give the judge relevant information to fulfill their duties
under section 718.2(e).
Gladue reports in BC have been available from various sources, including
Legal Aid BC from 2011 to March 2021, independent Gladue report writers,
individual Nations, other service providers, and the BC First Nations Justice
Council as of April 2021. BC courts affirmed that Gladue reports filed with the
courts should meet certain standards and criteria.

Se n ten c i n g
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In R. v. Williams 2013 BCSC 1082, the BC Supreme Court cited Ipeelee and
said “courts must take judicial notice of such matters as the history of
colonialism, displacement, and residential schools and how that history
continues to translate into lower educational attainment, lower incomes, higher
unemployment, higher rates of substance abuse and suicide, and of course
higher levels of incarceration for Aboriginal peoples.” These matters “provide
the necessary context for understanding and evaluating the case-specific
information presented by counsel.”
In R. v. Lawson 2012 BCCA 508, the BC Court of Appeal said the Gladue report
writer isn’t an advocate and shouldn’t advocate on behalf of the Indigenous
person. Gladue reports should be balanced, not advance the writer’s own
opinions, or recommend to the court any specific sentences or options. They
should also provide the court with realistic restorative justice options or
rehabilitative programs available.
In R. v. Florence 2013 BCSC 194, the trial judge said at minimum a Gladue report:
• should present accurate facts to give the court as complete a picture as
possible of the Indigenous person before the court
• if possible, should contain information corroborated or verified by
written sources
• shouldn’t elicit information by leading questions
• should provide accurate references for statements
• should identify assumptions the writer made when preparing the
Gladue report
In R. v. Paul 2014 BCCA 81, the BC Court of Appeal addressed the standard a
Gladue report must meet to be helpful to the judge at sentencing. The court
said Gladue report writers should:
• provide the court with the Indigenous person’s historical, cultural, and
systemic background factors without bias, and should check against other
available reports, such as a pre-sentence report, forensic psychiatric report,
or report/letter from a remand centre psychologist
• address contradictions or discrepancies between reports
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• exercise due diligence and corroborate information as much as possible or
risk undermining the Gladue report’s credibility and reliability and giving the
report little weight
Courts in other jurisdictions also give writers guidance about how to consider
section 718.2(e) and the standards required of Gladue reports.

Appropriate types of sentencing
Gladue principles require judges to consider sentences that are appropriate
for a person’s Indigenous heritage or connection. When considering an
appropriate sentence, the judge needs to keep in mind three elements, which
are often interconnected:
1. the community’s perspective, their needs, and the alternatives to jail they
can provide;
2. what the court called “the Indigenous perspective,” which means the
Nation’s law, their practices, customs, and traditions; and
3. a culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive sentence.
For the first element, community’s perspective, the Supreme Court in Gladue
explained that community includes any network of support and interaction
available to the person. That comprises an Indigenous community and
networks of support and interaction, including those in urban centres.
For example, if a person lives in a city, “any network of support and interaction”
will include significant people who can support them (family, friends) and
organizations that can help support them (a friendship centre or organizations
from their home community such as justice departments). In Indigenous
communities, Indigenous justice program workers, Indigenous justice
organizations, and Elders councils are all important community organizations
that may have important information to share with the court and be able to
provide support.
This definition of community support (family, friends, organizations, or others)
may not include support from the Indigenous community (Chief and council or
the broader community). The community can provide their view to the court on
certain questions such as whether they support the person and think they’re
capable of change. They can also suggest alternatives to jail that can be
helpful and more meaningful to the person, the victim, and their communities.

Se n ten c i n g
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The second element, the Indigenous perspective, asks the court to consider
the Nation’s laws. As the Truth and Reconciliation Commission explained,
“before Europeans came to North America, Indigenous peoples, like all
societies, had political systems and laws that governed behaviour within
their own communities and their relationships with other nations.” Colonialism
damaged these laws, but they survived with the rest of Indigenous culture and
still exist in communities and Nations.
Canada and the rest of the world is working to revitalize Indigenous law.
Indigenous law is diverse; each Nation across Canada has its own laws and
legal traditions. For example, these laws can establish how a Nation expects
its community members to act in certain circumstances, personal obligations
of their peers, ways to deal with safety and other issues, and how to make
decisions and solve problems.
When sentencing, judges can draw from Indigenous legal principles to ground
their final decision, impose sentences that are informed by Indigenous law or
suggest specific ways to uphold it, and include Indigenous legal processes in
their decision.
The third element asks that sentences be culturally sensitive, appropriate,
and responsive. For example, if a sentence includes the condition to attend
a treatment centre or restorative justice program, the centre or program
should be appropriate for the person’s Indigenous background. For example,
a treatment centre that’s culturally appropriate for a Haida person may not
be appropriate for an Inuk. If the person speaks their Indigenous language,
it may be important that they can express themselves in their language. If a
person was disconnected from their Indigenous background and culture and
isn’t interested in connecting with it, an appropriate, sensitive, and responsive
sentence may not include an Indigenous-specific approach.

contains more details about the three elements
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Options other than jail
Gladue principles also ask judges to consider sentences that address the
underlying cause of the criminal conduct and options other than jail. To
address these underlying causes, many judges and community workers have
turned to restorative justice. Restorative justice is meant to restore balance
and harmony to the community and applies to adult and young offenders.
The focus is on repairing a crime’s harm where appropriate by giving the
Indigenous person before the court and victim(s) an opportunity to begin to
heal. This may lead to a sentence that’s more appropriate and meaningful to
the person, their community, the victim, and their families. The victim must be
well informed and provide informed consent before participating in such a
process. Many Indigenous communities have restorative justice programs.
If the judge decides that jail isn’t appropriate, they may order a community
sentence (see page 15). This type of sentence allows the person convicted of
a crime to serve all or part of their sentence in the community.

Se n ten c i n g
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Normally, a person is required to report to a probation officer after receiving
a community sentence. The probation officer supervises the person’s time in
the community, may require them to attend various programs or counselling,
and monitors their movement and other conditions. The person may have
to attend drug or alcohol rehabilitation, an anger management program,
counselling, or other appropriate program.
It’s important to understand that restorative justice or a community sentence,
which often includes many conditions, won’t be easy for that person. Taking
responsibility for actions and facing personal challenges can be difficult and
involves hard work.

Jail sentences
The judge must always apply Gladue principles when deciding a sentence.
Some offences may have a mandatory jail sentence, or may not be eligible for
a conditional sentence order (CSO). If a judge imposes a jail sentence, they
can recommend where the Indigenous person serves their sentence. Supports
for Indigenous people vary at BC correctional centres and often depend on
whether the Indigenous person is sentenced to BC Corrections or Correctional
Service Canada.
In some circumstances, sentences can be combined; for example, the judge
could impose a fine and a suspended sentence, or probation to follow a jail
sentence or CSO.

Sentencing definitions
Absolute or conditional discharge. Where an accused person pleads or
is found guilty, but the judge decides it’s not contrary to the public interest
and is in the person’s interest to impose a discharge. An absolute discharge
means no probation, and the person doesn’t have a criminal record for this
offence. With a conditional discharge, the person must follow the conditions
of a probation order for a specified period of time. If they complete the
probation without breaching conditions or reoffending, they have no criminal
record for the offence. A person with a prior criminal record is usually not
eligible for a discharge.

14
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Community sentence. A non-custodial sentence that allows the offender
to serve all or part of their sentence in the community (probation or a
CSO), usually under supervision of a probation officer; also sometimes
called a community-based sentence. This may require the offender to
attend a program, such as a treatment program (residential/in-patient or
non-residential/drop-in), to help them address the issues that got them
in trouble with the law.
Community supervision. A sentencing condition that may include that
the offender will work with an Elder or other community member such as a
justice worker.
Conditional sentence order (CSO). A jail sentence that the offender serves
in the community (also known as house arrest). A conditional sentence has
several conditions that restrict freedom. For example, an offender may have
to obey a strict curfew, or stay in their home except to go to work or medical
appointments. They may be prohibited from consuming alcohol or illicit
drugs, and are often required to attend counselling or treatment. Sometimes
a CSO may be served while the person is at a treatment centre. If they don’t
follow the conditions, they likely have to serve some or all of the rest of their
sentence in jail.
Fine. The court can impose a monetary penalty to be paid within a set period.
If a person has unpaid fines, they may not be able to renew their driver’s
licence (if the offence is motor vehicle related) or obtain a pardon. The
government can also take steps to recover the money from them.
Intermittent sentence. If the judge sentences an offender to less than
90 days in jail, they may be able to serve the sentence on weekends only.
This allows them to continue working. They also have to follow the conditions
of a probation order when not in jail and possibly after completing the
custodial part of the sentence.
Jail. The offender receives a custodial sentence and is incarcerated in a
provincial or federal institution.
Suspended sentence. Where a person is found guilty but a discharge isn’t
appropriate, the judge may impose a suspended sentence with a period of
probation. If the person obeys the conditions and doesn’t reoffend, no further
sentence is imposed. If the person breaches conditions, they may be brought
back to court to have a sentence imposed and also be charged with the
offence of breaching a court order.

Se n ten c i n g
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Colonization

Indigenous peoples have lived in Canada for thousands of years. The
Europeans started to arrive in the 1500s, and by the mid-1700s they’d
advanced colonization. In the 1600s and onward, they introduced disease,
modern weapons, and addictive substances. This led to large-scale death
and widespread health issues for Indigenous peoples.
Canada also imposed laws, policies, and practices that discriminated
against Indigenous peoples. By 1830 a reserve system and residential school
system were in place. Both had devastating consequences on Indigenous
peoples, including a disruption to their traditional lives and the forced removal
of their children. These actions led to intergenerational (affecting more than
one generation of a family or community) trauma that still remains. As a result,
generations of Indigenous peoples became disconnected or dislocated from
their culture, traditions, languages, laws and legal traditions, and identity.

The Indian Act
The Indian Act of 1876 focused on the assimilation of Indigenous peoples
into mainstream Canadian society. It defined Status Indians as registered
band members, altered traditional and hereditary forms of government, and
created reserve lands set aside for Indigenous peoples.

Col on i zat i on
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It also discriminated against generations of Indigenous women and children
because federal law defined a Status Indian based only on paternal lineage — an
“Indian” was a male Indian, the wife of a male Indian, or the child of a male Indian.
This meant Indigenous women who married someone other than an Indian
weren’t considered Indian. They were forced to move off the reserve with
their children, and were denied Indian status and important health and
education benefits. However, if an Indian man married a non-Indian woman,
she was considered Indian under the Indian Act and had access to health
care, education, and other benefits. Some forms of discrimination against
Indigenous women and their descendants continue today in the definitions
of Indian under the act, despite amendments.
The Indian Act has been revised several times since 1876 and enforced more
restrictions on Indigenous peoples. Examples of these restrictions include
making it illegal for Indigenous peoples to form a political organization, obtain
financing without government approval, hire a lawyer, leave their reserve lands
without permission, go to university and maintain their Indigenous status, and
practise Indigenous spiritual, legal, and cultural ceremonies and activities
such as Potlatches, Sundances, and feasts.
The Indian Act remains in force today. While efforts have been made
to address inequities related to registration and membership through
amendments to the act, inequities still remain.

Residential and other schools
By 1923 the government had stolen hundreds of Indigenous children from their
families and created laws to force them to attend Indian residential schools,
day schools, and Métis schools and other boarding schools. The purpose was
to assimilate and “civilize” Indigenous peoples. They had to renounce their
language, cultural practices, legal practices, beliefs, and any connection to an
Indigenous way of life. Many survivors have reported rampant abuse (such as
physical, emotional, spiritual, sexual) and neglect (such as lack of affection,
health care, food) among other experiences. It’s important to acknowledge
and remember that since 2021, unmarked graves of children have been
uncovered and confirmed at many residential school sites in Canada.
Some First Nations, Métis, and Inuit children attended Indian day schools,
located on or near reserves. There they experienced many of the same abuses
as residential and boarding school students. Métis peoples have a unique
history of attendance at boarding schools, and these distinct experiences
should be highlighted.
18
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See Métis History and Experience and Residential Schools in
Canada, published by the Aboriginal Healing Foundation in 2006,
at ahf.ca/downloads/metiseweb.pdf.

Intergenerational effects
The last of the residential schools closed in 1996, and the intergenerational
effects of that school system are evident today. Survivors returned home
traumatized, carrying shame and self-hatred, often without the skills or tools
to cope. Authorities had physically, psychologically, sexually, and spiritually
abused them. Families became fragmented.
Residential schools used punishment, abuse, coercion, and control as their
foundation. Because survivors didn’t experience nurturing family environments,
they may not be able to provide nurturing family environments to their own
children. Some passed on the same patterns of abuse to their children.
Many social problems have their roots in the residential school system. Today,
First Nations, Métis, and Inuit communities have higher rates of:
• suicide

• illiteracy

• addictions

• high school dropouts

• substance use

• violence

• health problems

• abuse

• unemployment

• mental illness

While living with the intergenerational effects of residential schools,
Indigenous peoples endure racism and the loss of knowledge of culture and
identity. This leads to further alienation. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples (1996), the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (2015), and many
other provincial inquiries have documented the intergenerational effects of
residential schools.
You may also want to look at research on this topic to include
in Gladue reports; for example, the article The intergenerational
effects of Indian Residential Schools by Amy Bombay at
journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1363461513503380.
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Foster care and adoption
In the 1960s provincial child welfare authorities began large-scale removals
of on-reserve Indigenous children into foster care, now called the Sixties
Scoop. They also allowed private adoptions by non-Indigenous families.
These actions further disconnected generations of children from their
families and communities.
The Sixties Scoop began during the 1960s, as Indian residential schools were
closing, and continued into the 1980s. Some statistics show the removal of
Indigenous children by child welfare agencies hasn’t decreased. As of 2019,
over 65 percent of all children in care in BC were Indigenous. Some Indigenous
children are the second or third generation taken into government care.

Other effects of colonization
Other effects of colonization include loss of self-determination, an adversarial
relationship with authority, nonconformity, and loss of hope.
The effects on the broader Indigenous community include:
• community relocation (displacement and/or amalgamation)
• effects of oil, gas, and timber companies on the community and the land
• other effects of the Indian Act [RSC 1985, c. I-5] such as trade and
commerce, wills and estates, property rights, band membership schemes
• historic and modern treaty negotiations
• Métis scrip policy and loss of lands
• the Canada–United States border that divided nations and families, and
created barriers to subsistence patterns
Systemic racism is rooted in colonialism and continues in institutions such
as the justice system. The Supreme Court of Canada acknowledged this fact
many times.
In the face of this ongoing systemic racism, Indigenous peoples have shown
incredible strengths and resilience. Indigenous peoples continue to overcome
challenges, demonstrating courage and strengths.
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Resistance, resilience, and revitalization
Despite systemic oppression, racism, and genocide, Indigenous peoples
have continued to preserve, defend, and promote their cultural and traditional
rights, including traditional practices, languages, and identities. The
contributions that Indigenous peoples continue to make despite years
of colonial oppression, dispossession of land, the residential school system,
the Sixties Scoop, and other destructive government policies must be
recognized and celebrated.
The resurgence and revitalization of Indigenous culture, language, tradition,
law, and legal traditions continue and should be at the forefront of all
discussions about Indigenous peoples, and included in Gladue reports.
You may need to provide examples of strengths and resilience for the subject
to see this in their own lives. For instance:
• An example of a strength may be helpfulness. Has the subject helped their
friends or others in their community?
• An example of resilience is if the subject has done something difficult such
as attend school or worked despite being homeless.
It can help the judge to hear about specific examples from the subject’s life
that demonstrate their strengths and resilience.

Col on i zat i on
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Gladue Reports

Gladue reports are most often prepared for sentencing hearings. They can also
be used for bail and other hearings. Gladue reports present a holistic picture
of the Indigenous person by including information about their background
and the specific circumstances that contributed to bringing them before the
court. Each Gladue report must give details of the effects of colonization on the
Indigenous person, their family, and community, sometimes going back several
generations. It’s also important to include details about the strengths and
resilience shown by the person before the court.
The Gladue report should give the judge the detailed information they need to
apply Gladue principles and make the best decision possible for the person,
their community, and the victim. The judge needs to be able to answer these
important questions at sentencing:
• Why is this Indigenous person before the court?
• What options other than jail are available to this person that may help them
address the issues that contributed to their involvement with the criminal
justice system?
• For the Indigenous person in jail, to what extent do options for rehabilitation
address their unique Gladue factors?
• What are the practices, customs, traditions, and laws of the Nation where
the crime took place, or of the person’s Nation?
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• What’s the community’s opinion on the situation? Can they support the
person with such things as supervision, traditional practices, customs,
and treatment programs? Can they respond to the situation that brought
the person before the court?
When writing a Gladue report, be aware of the many ways that Canadian
laws, policies, and practices have evolved over the years and continue
to affect Indigenous peoples. Don’t assume a judge knows this history
or context (personal, social, or cultural), even in places that have a large
Indigenous population.

Gladue report and pre-sentence report
A Gladue report is different from a pre-sentence report. A probation officer
prepares a pre-sentence report that provides the court with a risk analysis
of the Indigenous person. The report’s focus is on how likely the person is to
reoffend based on their criminal record and behaviour.
A Gladue report is best prepared by someone with specific training and a
connection to and an understanding of the Indigenous community. A Gladue
report puts an Indigenous person’s life experiences and history in focus so
the judge can make the connection between Gladue factors and how these
factors may have contributed to criminal behaviour. A judge can then decide
on an appropriate sentence with that Indigenous person’s needs, background,
and cultural heritage in mind.

contains more information about the difference between a
pre-sentence report and a Gladue report

When Gladue principles apply
Section 718.2(e) and the Gladue case were originally about sentencing. Since
then, courts found that Gladue principles apply in many situations, and they
continue to identify new circumstances where they should apply. This includes
at bail and sentencing hearings, appeals, parole hearings, extradition,
mental health review board hearings, not-criminally-responsible hearings,
dangerous and long-term offender hearings, and civil contempt decisions.
How information on Gladue principles is presented may vary, depending on
the context of each of these settings.
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Bail hearings
Section 493.2(a) of the Criminal Code asks that judges give particular
attention to the circumstances of the Indigenous person at the bail stage.
At a bail hearing, a judge needs to know what options other than jail may be
appropriate and are available while an Indigenous person waits for their next
court date. Conditions for bail are meant to minimize the Indigenous person’s
risk to the community and make sure they appear in court when they have to.
These conditions may include curfews, restrictions on where they can go
or people they can contact, and requirements to report to a bail supervisor.
Sometimes bail is called judicial interim release or show cause. It stays in
place until trial or other resolution.
The three reasons (or grounds) for detaining an accused person prior to
sentencing are:
• to make sure the accused attends court
• for the public’s protection or safety
• to maintain confidence in the justice system (related mainly to the
seriousness of the offence)
When the police arrest someone, depending on the crime and circumstances
of the arrest, they can release them without a bail hearing. Or they can remand
them (keep them in custody) until a bail hearing.
Whether someone is remanded until their trial depends on the charge and
other factors, such as whether they have a criminal record.
If the judge has concerns around the three grounds of detention and isn’t
confident the person will show up in court at the specified times, or may commit
further crimes on release, they may decide the person should be remanded until
their trial. Generally, a judge is more likely to release a person on bail if they don’t
have a criminal record, have supports in the community, are employed or go to
school, or have another program or plan in place (a bail plan).
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Colonialism and the environmental, economic, and social marginalization
of Indigenous peoples have resulted in them being less likely to have stable
community supports, such as secure housing, a job, or surety (see below).
Gladue principles give context for the reasons why a person may not be
connected to positive situations that would support their release. A good way
to provide the court with this context is through a Gladue report. A Gladue
report may help the judge reconsider perceived issues about the three
grounds by applying Gladue principles that allow them to view the person
through a different lens.
A legal matter can take a long time to come to trial. If someone isn’t released
on bail, they may be in custody for months. It takes time to develop a bail plan
and order a Gladue report, which could delay a bail hearing. When someone
is facing serious charges or in a reverse onus situation (where they have
to prove or disprove something), a Gladue report could be their best way to
secure a release until their trial date or hearing, which could be months later.
A Gladue report for a bail hearing doesn’t have to be as detailed or contain
as much personal information as for a sentencing hearing. The person is
presumed innocent at the bail stage, which limits necessary details. The
judge needs to know they’re Indigenous and some details of their life to
contextualize the risks and determine a possible bail plan.
The judge also wants to know if the person has a surety (someone who
agrees in writing to be responsible for them until their case is over). A family
member or a person from their community or community of support can act
as a surety to monitor and provide resources, such as counselling to support
them while they’re in the community.
Information about Indigenous culture can be included in a bail plan. For
example, the plan could include reasons why it’s important in the person’s
culture to show respect and care for Elders in the community, and specify
commitments such as volunteering with Elders.
The bail plan can also include information on how Indigenous law, customs,
culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards may help the person
to attend court, not endanger the public, or maintain confidence in the
justice system.
Someone who agrees to supervise the person before the court must be in a
position and have the authority to do so. The bail plan has to state whether
that person is related to the person before the court and they agree to
supervise them in their professional or personal capacity.
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Highlighting the positive qualities of the person before the court and ways
they’ve shown resilience will also help demonstrate they can address the three
grounds of detention.

contain more information on this topic

Sentencing hearings
If an Indigenous person pleads guilty to charges against them or is found
guilty at trial, the judge will sentence them. Their sentence is the penalty the
judge feels is appropriate given the circumstances and crime committed.
At the hearing, Crown counsel says what they think the judge should keep
in mind when sentencing. If the person before the court has a lawyer, the
lawyer makes submissions on the person’s behalf and tells the court what they
think the judge should keep in mind when sentencing, including a proposed
sentencing plan. If the person wants Gladue principles applied to their case
in a way that includes their individual circumstances, the court would benefit
from a detailed Gladue report.
When the judge has heard from both sides, they make a decision and give
reasons for the sentence. The different types of sentencing options a judge
can order include:
• discharge (absolute or conditional)
• fine
• suspended sentence with a probation order (on its own or as part of a
community sentence order with conditions)
• conditional sentence order (jail sentence served in the community, such
as house arrest or curfew)
• restitution order (paying the victim for their financial losses caused by
the crime)
• imprisonment (jail or custody)
The judge may choose to combine some of these options.
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Gladue factors in sentencing
Gladue principles require judges to consider a number of unique systemic
factors that may have contributed to the Indigenous person’s conflict with the
law. These Gladue factors must include the effect of laws and policies. Many
Gladue factors are intergenerational.
The Indigenous person and their family members may identify some of the
following Gladue factors as affecting their personal and/or family history.

Gladue factors
Abuse: emotional, physical, sexual, spiritual, verbal, or neglect
Alcohol/drug use: past and present personal, family, community
impacts, including the range of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders
(FASD) or exposure to drugs during pregnancy
Attendance at and effects of residential, boarding, or day school:
current and prior generations’ mistreatment, loss of family contact, loss
of culture, abuse
Community violence: exposure to violence in the community, including
but not limited to police brutality, lack of resources to support safety
and/or feeling unsafe in the community
Connection to Indigenous community: personal, family, community
breakdown and fragmentation
Criminal history: personal, family, community
Dislocation (removal) from Indigenous community: includes effects
such as loss of identity, culture, language, and ancestral knowledge,
and isolation
Early death or disappearances among family or friends: due to
substance use, accidents, violence, suicide
Education: personal, family, and community history of low education or
lack of educational opportunity or appropriate educational resources
Employment: personal, family, and community history of unemployment,
low income, or employment opportunities
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Family breakdown: divorce, family violence, alcohol/drug use, neglect,
family involvement in the criminal justice system
Foster care or adoption: removal and placement in Indigenous or
non-Indigenous foster care, or adoption
Health (mental and physical): suicidal thoughts or attempts, depression,
anxiety, trauma, diagnosed disorders, or health conditions of any type;
includes lack of access to or unavailability of appropriate or trusted
health practitioners, such as therapists, or health-promoting treatments
Interventions, treatment, or counselling: alcohol, drug, psychological,
trauma, grief
Living situation: past, present, and future difficulty to find affordable,
stable, and/or safe housing
Loss or denial of Indian status or membership recognition: colonial
laws, policies, practices
Loss and negation of Indigenous law, legal traditions, and legal
processes: ways the criminal justice system ignores Indigenous legal
traditions and processes
Poverty: past and current experiences
Quality of relationships: positive and negative relationships with
spouse or partner, family, extended family, and community, as a result
of Gladue factors
Racism: direct or indirect, in society and institutions (community, school,
workplace, jail, foster care, adoption)
Remoteness: distance from the nearest appropriate service delivery or
treatment centre
Support networks and strengths: past and current spiritual, cultural,
family, and community supports and resources

contains a more detailed list of Gladue factors
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How to Prepare a
Gladue Report

Preparing a Gladue report requires significant time. A Gladue
report is based on interviews with the subject, family members,
community supports, and resources. You may need more time than
you think to do the required work. The time you have to prepare
the Gladue report depends on the organization you work for and
court timelines.

Contact the subject’s lawyer for disclosure
Ask the subject’s lawyer if the Gladue report is for bail, sentencing, or another
matter and if they can provide particulars (disclosure). The subject or Crown
counsel may also provide particulars, depending on the procedures where
you write Gladue reports. The subject’s lawyer should direct you on the current
process. It’s a good idea to ask the subject’s lawyer what sentences are
available for the offence they’re charged with.
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Particulars to request include:
• the Information (copy of the charges)
• RCMP or police transcript
• other court-ordered reports, such as a pre-sentence report or
psychiatric report
• subject’s criminal record from Integrated Justice Systems (JUSTIN) or
the Canadian Police Information Centre
• initial sentencing positions (ISP) of both Crown counsel and defence counsel
• sentencing options the judge has to consider, including mandatory
minimums
• subject’s location and contact information and information for community
contacts (collaterals)
If the subject is in custody, confirm their location with the correctional centre.
You can also request that the subject remain at that correctional centre until
the Gladue report is completed.
You may also need to request particulars from BC Corrections, Correctional
Service Canada, or other organizations, depending on the subject’s history.
In these situations, you likely need to use the organization’s consent forms.

contains more guidance on particulars
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Review the criminal record
Before you interview the subject, review their criminal record, if they have
one. Then you’re prepared to ask appropriate questions so the subject can
describe in general terms their involvement with the criminal justice system.
Look at all of the offences listed and see if there are patterns that may have
to do with trauma or factors showing strengths or resilience. For example,
you may see that every December the subject is charged with a crime. Think
about whether the event may be tied to a traumatic event such as a parent’s
death. Also, look at long periods of time when the subject wasn’t involved
in the criminal justice system. For example, they may have been in school,
helping a family member, involved with community or other personal or
professional activities, including parenting or providing Elder care. Consider
whether their record shows their personal circumstances or the types of
offences changed over time.

Interview the subject
As a Gladue report writer, you’re entrusted with the subject’s story, including
their experiences and personal details. When you approach your work with
integrity, honour, and respect for the subject and their story, you provide
dignity to the process.

Before interviews
Before interviews, prepare yourself to actively listen and receive information
that can be difficult to hear. At the same time, create a non-judgmental space
for the subject to share their story. It’s important that you:
• are transparent about the process
• prepare the subject for the process
• empower the subject to have a voice in the process and decisions that
affect them
• follow through on commitments and appointments you make
The subject should give their consent in writing before the interview begins,
whether they’re in custody or out of custody. The consent form permits you to
prepare the Gladue report and permits the release of information to you as a
Gladue report writer. If you write a Gladue report for an organization, they likely
have a consent form you can use.
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Care for the subject
Preparing a Gladue report with the subject can remind them of
painful and traumatic events. Take a trauma-informed approach to
this work.

contains more details on this topic

Take time to remind the subject to first think of the strengths and
resilience they showed to overcome obstacles. Simply surviving
trauma shows resilience. If the subject thinks about their strengths
and resilience, it can help them build their confidence to share their
sacred story.
Make sure the subject has available support people
they can talk to after interviews with you, such as
family, friends, and counsellors. The subject may
need support during the interview. Have counsellor
contact information handy.
First Nations Health Authority
1-855-550-5454
Indian Residential Schools Crisis Line
1-800-721-0066
Kuu-us Crisis Line
1-800-588-8717
Native Courtworker and Counselling Association of BC
1-877-811-1190
For in-custody interviews, phone the correctional centre ahead to
arrange support from the mental health team following the interview.
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At interviews
You may have to meet with the subject several times to get all the
information you need to write the Gladue report.
It’s a good idea to have more than one phone number for the
subject. Get their cell phone, work phone, school phone, and
emergency (message) numbers to call if you can’t reach them
at the primary phone number.
• The first interview may be short to introduce yourself to the subject, explain
what a Gladue report is and the process to prepare it, and to schedule a
longer second interview. In the first interview, ask the subject to tell you who
they’d like you to contact to interview. Contacts may be friends, relatives,
support workers, Elders, or hereditary or band Chiefs. Try to get the names of
as many contacts as possible from them, with phone numbers and/or email
addresses. Let the subject know you may interview others they don’t identify.
• The second interview can take up to three hours to work through the
questions (see pages 43 – 59). Make sure the subject understands their
story will be shared with the court, and that they should consider what they
feel comfortable to share before the interview starts (see page 79). You may
want to first ask what would help them to share their story and context with
you and the court in a way that respects their experiences and history. For
example, ask what may make the process easier, more meaningful, or make
more sense given their experience. Asking about their needs in a sincere
and authentic way can help build trust and help them to share their story.
• Before you discuss Gladue factors with the subject, remind yourself and
them that Gladue factors are only one part of their story and don’t define
them. Encourage them to think about their strengths and the resilience
they’ve shown to overcome obstacles. Include this information in the
Gladue report to demonstrate how the subject deals with challenges in their life
now and how they can build on this approach to deal with future challenges.
• The subject may never have disclosed, or only partially disclosed, their
story. Recognize they may not have been encouraged to share their story
in the past. Or they may have been discouraged from sharing it. For
example, the subject may never have met anyone they felt they could trust
with their story (even a helping professional, friend, family member, or
community member). Or they may have told parts of their story but didn’t
include how their experiences affected them.
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• Be alert to intergenerational effects of residential schools on the subject,
their immediate and extended family, and their Indigenous community.
• Often, the subject’s information is sensitive or traumatic such as instances
of abuse. Explore this with the subject and identify in the Gladue report
gaps or inconsistencies from past Gladue reports or other reports.
• Get letters of support or certificates the subject may have; for example,
reference letters from their community members, or certificates of
completion from a course, counselling program, or addictions treatment
program. Attach them to the Gladue report.
• For in-custody interviews, try to arrange a quiet interview location, let the
subject choose their seat, and offer them water and snacks if possible
(arrange with staff).
• For out-of-custody interviews, let the subject choose a public location
where they’re comfortable to meet. The location should be quiet and
private enough to have confidential conversations (not coffee shops where
conversations can be overheard). A public location also ensures your safety.
Libraries and friendship centres often have rooms you can book for free.
Consider wearing casual clothes for interviews to create a
comfortable environment. Formal clothing, such as a business
suit, may create a barrier to open and candid discussions.

Contact community supports and resources
After one or two interviews with the subject, get in touch with the community
contacts (collaterals). You can also contact relevant restorative justice
programs or rehabilitation options that could help the subject address issues
they identified. Here are some guidelines:
• It’s best to call all contacts ahead of the interview to introduce yourself and
book a time to talk. Let them know how long the interview will be and the
subject matter.
• Contact a minimum of six people if possible. These contacts can include
program supports, counsellors, and family friends. Keep in mind that some
people are disconnected and may not have six collaterals. If you can’t
contact six people the subject connects with, you can point this out as a
Gladue factor.
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• If applicable, contact the subject’s parole or probation officer to learn
about the subject’s criminal history and community supervision history
(see page 15), such as compliance with conditions (curfew, counselling, or
reporting requirements). You may need a separate, signed consent form to
have this information released to you.
• Contact the subject’s spouse or partner, children, parents, grandparents,
aunts, uncles, siblings, cousins, or other family members the subject
identifies as important. If you can’t reach someone after repeated efforts,
put this in the Gladue report.
• Contact other important people in the subject’s life, such as family friends,
teachers, mentors, Elders, or foster or adoptive parents.
• Contact at least one person who can speak about the subject’s community
history and current circumstances such as the Chief, council member,
band manager, knowledgeable healer, culturally informed counsellor, or
Native courtworker. Many Indigenous communities have an Indigenous
justice worker or social development worker who can help to provide
an understanding of the community. It’s best to interview someone who
represents the community and knows the subject’s family.
• Make sure information about the subject’s community comes from an
authoritative respected community member, such as the Chief or Elder, or
program lead or manager, especially when you discuss intergenerational
effects on the community. The subject may identify as belonging to more
than one community, such as their mother’s and/or father’s community
where they grew up.
• Try to find someone who can comment on the Gladue factors that
make up the subject’s personal history, how those factors relate to
intergenerational effects, and the issues that contributed to bringing
the subject before the court.
For example, if the subject is a sex offender, it’s useful to know if community
members had a common experience of attending residential or day schools
and subsequent sexual abuse. Have someone in the community describe
that link for you so you can put it in the Gladue report. This information is
helpful if the subject’s family didn’t go to residential or day schools. It shows
the intergenerational effect may not be in the immediate family but existed
in the community at large.
• Include information from a representative of proposed treatment centres.
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• Rely on secondary sources only when many attempts to get relevant
information from the community have been unsuccessful.
Community contacts may also find the interview process difficult. Conduct
these interviews with care, dignity, and respect. The Gladue report may
include patterns in the community that may involve trauma. Respect
the communication preferences of community contacts. See page 34
for contact information if they need more support.

Be aware of power imbalances
and gender and other inequalities
Always be aware of possible power imbalances and gender and other
inequalities when you prepare a Gladue report. You need to be aware of these
issues when you interview people; gather information; document options;
get information on the community perspective, needs, and alternatives, and
Aboriginal perspective (Indigenous law, customs, and traditions).
Every community, whether Indigenous or not, suffers from power imbalances
and gender and other inequalities, such as sexism, homophobia, ageism, and
the vulnerability of children and others.
Be sensitive to these issues. Ask yourself if you excluded anyone,
or if you accidentally included an assumption or bias. Listen to
Indigenous women’s perspectives and Indigenous feminists.

Be sensitive to victim(s)
How Gladue principles may be used to address the needs of Indigenous
victims, specifically the needs of Indigenous women and girls, has yet to be
determined. More work is needed in this area. Different approaches have been
adopted in various parts of the country. When writing a Gladue report:
• Be sensitive to victims, especially victims who are Indigenous women. If you
need the victim’s consent for certain processes, such as restorative justice,
be aware that they may feel pressured to give consent, even if they don’t
say it. Make sure their consent is informed and certain. Not every victim is
prepared to be involved in Gladue report processes, and this is their choice.
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• Be careful how you explain Gladue principles to the subject and others.
Gladue principles aren’t a “get out of jail free card.” Gladue principles aren’t
about lower sentences; the Supreme Court made that clear in Ipeelee. It’s
legally incorrect to tell people that Gladue principles allow the courts to
make lower sentences for subjects. Saying that is also hurtful for victims.
This false idea makes many victims, especially Indigenous women, feel that
their lives and trauma matter less.
• The victim may be willing to be interviewed for the Gladue report. As for all
interviews, take a trauma-informed approach and encourage them to have
supports in place to assist them following the interview.
• Make sure you understand what fit sentences involve (see page 9) when
you explain Gladue principles. Be sensitive about the effect that your words,
beliefs, and biases have on this matter.

Do a final interview with the subject
If possible, do a final interview with the subject. This is especially helpful if the
information you collected has gaps or is inconsistent.
• Review all of the information the subject gave you, including how they feel
about the crime and whether they take responsibility for it.
• Explore appropriate options the subject may be open to participate in
such as Indigenous-focused programs, community-run programs, and
restorative justice. Document why past rehabilitation efforts may not
have worked.
• Remember to highlight the subject’s strengths and resilience to overcome
difficulties. You may want to ask the subject to think about how they
demonstrated strengths, success, and resilience in their daily activities.
Make sure to include these situations in the Gladue report. Remember
that Gladue factors, including trauma, can also show up in activities and
patterns that may seem unimportant to the subject.
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Write and finalize the Gladue report
Follow the guidelines on pages 71 – 75 to write and finalize the Gladue report.
Compile the subject’s letters of support and certificates (see page 74) and
attach them to the Gladue report.
Make sure the Gladue report is complete and you provide it to all necessary
parties. Who you provide the Gladue report to depends on who retains you
to write it. If an organization retains you, follow their procedures. If you’re
retained privately, it’s recommended that you provide a copy of the report to
Crown counsel and defence counsel well ahead of the scheduled court date.
A recommended best practice is to provide the Gladue report at least one
week before the court date.
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What’s in a
Gladue Report

A Gladue report contains information on several topics to tell the subject’s
story, and includes appropriate options available for the subject. Not all
sections under the topics below apply to each subject. The order of topics
here is a suggestion — you may find the subject’s story flows better in a
different way. Remember that the content of the Gladue report and the
sections will be different, depending on the proceeding (sentencing, bail,
other) and the template you use.
Personal and
family history

Current
circumstances

Indigenous
community
and Nation

page 50
page 44

page 57

Community
perspective

Aboriginal
perspective
Options

page 60
page 59

page 63

See the template on pages 79 – 84, which is mainly used in
a Gladue report for sentencing.
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A Gladue report also contains the subject’s contact information and (page 43),
court and case information (page 43), your information sources (page 44),
your summary (page 61), and the subject’s attitude toward previous and
proposed options (page 63).

contains Gladue report templates for bail and resolution discussion

The skill of asking interview questions
Interviewing the subject and others is a skill you develop over time. This work
requires a trauma-informed approach, which is guided by the principle of
doing no harm.
The ability to ask questions to get relevant details varies from person to
person. Often indirect questions open up topics. For example, instead of
asking the subject if they’re connected to their culture, you may want to ask,
“Who are you closest to? Why?”
You may want to ask general questions such as “What have you experienced?”
or “Can you tell me what happened?” Make sure you include the subject’s
Gladue factors, strengths, successes, and resilience in the Gladue report.
Remember, the court in R. v. Florence said it’s important for the Gladue report
writer not to ask leading questions. A leading question results in a yes or
no answer, or contains the answer in the question. Avoid asking the subject
leading questions.
The subject may become upset or traumatized by memories
that come up while you’re asking them questions. If they
become distraught, stop the interview immediately. Have a
counsellor’s contact information ready to give them (see
page 34). If the subject is in custody, notify correctional staff
immediately to get help from support services in the facility.
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The subject’s life story
Contact information
Name, birth information, contact information, Indigenous
community and Nation information
• Ask the subject for their full name, nickname and Indigenous name
if they have one; date and place of birth; home address.
• Ask what Indigenous community, Nation, and band they’re from.
They may be connected to more than one Indigenous community and
Nation. For example, they may have status with their mother’s First Nation
at Xeni Gwet’in, be connected to the Tsilhqot’in Nation, and ancestrally
connected to their father’s Inuit Nation and community. They may or may
not belong to a band. Or they may be disconnected and can’t easily identify
the Indigenous community they’re from.
• Ask about their status and if they’re recognized as a member of a First Nation,
Treaty Nation, band, Métis community or settlement, or Inuit community.
Status isn’t tied to living on reserve or off reserve.
Their band may recognize them as a member culturally, but they may not
be legally eligible for status registration under the Indian Act. This means
they’re not eligible for a number of benefits. Ask them to explain how this
happened; for example, if their mother or grandmother lost status because
they married a non-Indigenous person, or if they were enfranchised.

Court and case information
Provide these details:
• Court (location)
• Court file number(s)
• Name of the defence counsel (the subject’s lawyer)
• Court date
• Offence(s) committed
• Nation’s territory and community where the offence was committed
(or allegedly committed for a Gladue report for bail)
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Information sources
People contacted for the preparation of this report
• List the people you interviewed and those you tried to reach but couldn’t.

Documents reviewed for the preparation of this report
• List the documents and websites you reviewed to prepare the Gladue
report, including academic articles with proper citation. This helps the
judge understand where your information came from.

contains more information on providing citation

Information about the subject
Personal and family history
As a subject recalls their personal history, they’ll likely include many of the
significant life experiences listed for this topic (not all of them may apply to
every subject). It’s important you get as much detail as possible about how
and why each unique experience affected the subject’s life so you can write
about it in the Gladue report.
You may want to use a timeline, such as 0 – 6 years (to draw out events in
formative years), 7 – 12 years, 13 – 15 years (critical age for youth), 16 – 19 years,
20 – 29 years, 30 – 39 years, and onward.
If the subject doesn’t remember events in some years or time periods, or if
using a linear timeline is challenging, you may want to ask the subject what
stands out for them or what memories they can’t forget. Or you may want to
look at whether a traumatic experience occurred around the time frame they
don’t remember. Consider noting one or more of these gaps as a Gladue factor,
particularly if a community contact provides information about trauma around
that time, or can’t provide information about that time because the subject was
disconnected from community.
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Names of parents, siblings, relatives, foster or adoptive family
• Ask for the names of all maternal and paternal family members in the
subject’s life, or their foster or adoptive family members.

Foster care
• Ask for details of their own history, or what they know of their family’s
history and experience in foster care, and how they know this (who told
them, when, where); for example, what circumstances may have led to the
removal of their parents, brothers, sisters, themselves, or children from their
biological home; when and where this happened; how this affected them
and their family.
• Ask if you can talk to family, friends, or counsellors for more details, and
if they have access to court records or documents you can review to get
more details.
• Ask for as much detail as possible and/or contacts you can talk to if there’s
a family history of child protection issues; for example, if abuse or neglect
led to contact with child welfare authorities but not to apprehension.

Adoption
• Ask about adoption-related issues, including if an Indigenous or
non-Indigenous family adopted them or members of their family; if so,
who, when, and where.
• Ask them to describe their own experience of adoption or what they know
about their family’s experience (and who told them about it); for example,
loss of connection with their family or community as a result and the effect
on them.

Home life
• Ask where they were born, where they grew up (city or rural area, or on
reserve), their living arrangements growing up; for example, how many
brothers and sisters and other relatives lived in the same house.
• Ask what their home life was like and their earliest memory; for example,
were their parents at home when they went to school? Did they eat
breakfast every morning? Lunch and dinner? Who was there to support
them if they needed help or something bad happened? Did they have
access to alcohol in the home? Did their parents have frequent parties?
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• Ask if significant events happened during their childhood or adolescence;
their age when the events happened; their memories of the circumstances;
for example, family breakdown or moving from the community.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
relation to their home life. What positive activities were they involved in at
home, alone or with others?

Relationships (with relatives, partners, friends, others)
• Ask about their marital status and details about their past and present
relationships, such as length of their marriage or marriage-like
(common-law) relationships and effect of their behaviours on their
relationships. Describe their current relationship with a partner if they
have one.
• If they have children, ask about them, their gender, ages, and past and
current relationships with the subject, if they live with the subject, and if
not, why not.
• Ask about the kinds of relationships they have, if any, with their family; who
they identify as someone they look up to, or are close to, and why, and how
this relationship affects them.
• If a single parent raised them, ask how this affected them and the family; if
they identified problems with their family relationships (who, when, why).
• Ask about the quality of their relationships: positive and negative
relationships with family (including parents), extended family, and
community (including whether a parent, family member, or role model
experienced mental illness, such as depression or an addiction).
• Ask about cultural traditions and customs they learned, including what,
when, and who taught them (parents, grandparents, Elders, other relatives,
community members).
The subject may have learned Indigenous traditions by attending urban
Indigenous gatherings, events, or functions, such as at a friendship centre.
They may not have learned traditions from their specific Nation, but may still
have acquired some identity and received support as an Indigenous person.
• Ask for details if/how they were personally affected by someone else’s
substance use in their life; for example, if they grew up in a home where
there was substance use or addictions (who, what, where, when).
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• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
their relationships. What positive activities were they involved in regarding
relationships at all stages of their life?

Loss of family or friends
• Ask for details about relationships with family or friends they lost;
for example, because of accidental death, suicide, crime, or justice
system involvement; or family members or friends who are missing,
have disappeared, or their whereabouts are unknown; how the death or
disappearance of family or friends affected them.
• Ask for details about anyone close to them who died or committed suicide,
including their relationship, when it happened, how this affected them, and
counselling they received to deal with the loss.
• During the interview, you may notice a recurring pattern in the subject’s life
that’s connected to the anniversary of a loved one’s death (or other trauma).
Ask for more details. For example, you could say, “I notice that you were
often involved with the justice system in the summer. Did you experience
something or did something happen around that time of year in the past?”
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience at
times of loss, which may include having endured it and talking about it now.

Abuse
• If they have a family history of abuse, ask for details, including:
• if they grew up in a home where there was neglect or abuse
• nature and examples of abuse (emotional, physical, sexual,
spiritual, verbal) they endured and how often it happened
• times they were left unsupervised or neglected
• if they witnessed or were otherwise exposed to forms of abuse,
including hearing or overhearing stories of such abuse
• Ask if they harmed themselves, including suicidal thoughts or attempts;
when and what happened; what was happening in their life then.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience
in their life in relation to abuse, which may include having endured it and
talking about it now.
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Experience in the community
• Ask about their personal and family experience in the Indigenous and
non-Indigenous community; for example, if they experienced direct,
indirect, or systemic racism in society or institutions, such as school,
workplaces, jail, foster care.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strength and resilience in
their life in relation to community experiences (including racism of all kinds),
which may include having endured it and talking about it now, or relying on
self-help measures due to lack of appropriate community supports.

Substance use
• If they have a history of substance use (alcohol or drugs), ask for details,
including:
• their age when they first tried the substance(s)
• who introduced them to the substance(s)
• what was going on in their life at that time
• what their experience was like
• how long and how often did they continue the substance use
• if they experienced blackouts
• Ask them to describe how the substance use affected their life, such as their
relationships or their mental and physical health.
• Ask for details about what they did to try to overcome addiction or
substance use, and if they did nothing, why.
• Ask if appropriate treatment or health care appeared to be available in
connection with the addiction or substance use.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience
in relation to substance use, which may include dealing with patterns of
substance use in the family, community, or across generations.

Indian residential and day school
• Ask who, where, and when they or family members (current and prior
generations) went to residential or day school; if family members went,
how the subject knows about it.
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• Ask how this affected them and their family; for example, culture loss,
language loss, family breakdown, history of emotional, physical, sexual,
spiritual, or verbal abuse.
The following list may help you present the subject’s information to the court
in a coherent way, especially if more than one of their relatives and several
generations went to Indian residential or day schools.
• Name of family member
• Relationship to the subject
• Details of Indian residential school:
• Location
• Operated by
• Dates in operation
• Age on arrival
• Age on departure
• Relevant information or research
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience
in relation to residential or day schools, which may include dealing with
patterns of the effect of residential and day schools, including loss or abuse
of all kinds in family, community, or across generations.

Criminal record
To address the subject’s criminal behaviour:
• Ask them to provide specifics about their involvement with the criminal
justice system.
• If you see patterns to their offences, ask them what was going on in their
life at those times and how this may have contributed to their behaviour.
• If you notice long periods of time when they weren’t involved in the criminal
justice system, ask them what was happening in their life at that time and
how this may have contributed positively.
• If their record shows their personal circumstances or the types of offences
changed over time, ask them to explain how and why this may be.
• For bail, if they previously failed to attend court or breached a condition, ask
them for information on how their circumstances may have changed.
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• In cases where they have a lengthy criminal and incarceration history,
ask them to explain what supports or services helped them or didn’t in
the past, and why rehabilitative options may be more appropriate in the
current circumstances.

Gladue report precautions
• Don’t provide statements that are inconsistent with a guilty plea. If the
subject tells you they pleaded guilty but they’re not guilty, bring this to their
lawyer’s attention.
• If the subject has been affected by crime (as a witness or as a victim), don’t
include the illegal activities of family members or friends the subject may
have mentioned in the interview, unless relevant to their story.
• Don’t include charges they were acquitted of, stays of proceedings, youth
records, pardoned convictions, or crimes they admit to but were never
charged with, unless relevant to their story.
• For bail (or appeal of a conviction), it’s very important not to admit guilt.
Refer to the “alleged” incident or offence. Be careful not to include other
potential criminal acts they haven’t been charged with or discuss how they
may feel about the incident.

• 			

contain more guidance on these
important precautions

Current circumstances
Residence
• Ask about their living arrangements right now (city or rural area, on
reserve or off reserve, or homeless); who, where, and how many people
live there; their relationship to the people they live with; the home’s general
living conditions and affordability; effects of living without a fixed address.
• For a bail submission, ask where they would go and who they’d live with if
they’re released (get contact information).
• In the case of community supervision, ask what the living arrangements
would be, and who would support them if they’re released from custody.
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• If they’re in custody, ask where they intend to live after release and about
offers they have to live with friends or family (get confirmation from that person).
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
their living arrangements.

Finances
• Ask about their current financial situation; their current source of income;
how they support themselves and their family; their financial obligations,
such as rent, child support.
• Ask if they have savings, assets, or debts.
• If they identified experiencing poverty (a Gladue factor), ask how this
affected them; if they had to apply for social assistance, or use food banks
or shelters; if they had a history of receiving employment insurance.
• If they attended Indian residential or day school, ask if they applied for the
Indian Residential or Day School Settlement; if so, ask them to describe
the process and its effect on them; for example, some people found the
process painful and triggered them or caused other problems; if they
received a payment, ask about the effect on them or their family.
• Ask for details about their finances that may help you to understand how
they view money or how money was viewed in their home growing up
(include information about debts).
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
their financial situation, including giving money to others.

Employment
• Ask for details about their employment history; if their history shows a pattern
of irregular employment, ask them to explain the gaps and what was going on
in their life during those times, such as challenges finding employment.
• Ask about special training, skills, or talents they have, such as Red Seal,
first aid, heavy machinery operator, and if there’s an employer, instructor, or
trainer you could talk to about their work practice.
• Ask about their experience on the job; if they quit or got fired, why; get
examples if they think racism was involved.
• Ask if they believe they were denied opportunities and why; for example,
if they applied for a job and weren’t hired, get details about what happened.
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• Ask about current employment or training attendance (what, where, when,
for how long).
• If they’re unemployed, ask what, if any, issues stand in the way of their
employment, such as mental or physical limitations; if ongoing learning
challenges have been identified, ask if they addressed them.
• Ask if they have challenges finding employment and why; for example, lack
of education or limited opportunities in their community; if they’re attending
courses to upgrade skills or schooling; other relevant information about work
skills or professional certificates. Get copies of certificates they received.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in their
employment experiences, including how they may have helped coworkers.

Education
• Ask for details about their educational experience, including:
• school(s) they attended, when, and for how long; if they had to be
boarded out or travel for school, and what that was like
• their general experience at school; get examples if they were bullied or
subjected to racism
• if they attended special programs at school and why; how well they did
• if they attended different schools and why; if they missed a lot of school
and why
• their level of education, such as high school, trade school, college,
university, or other learning experiences
• if they dropped out of school, the age they quit, and what was going on
in their life at the time
• how their level of education affects them
• Ask for details of learning challenges they may have, such as difficulty
reading or concentrating, memory or behavioural issues, and why; for
example, they may describe neglect, instability, or family alcohol use or
family violence that affected their ability to learn; ask how this affected their
education, and if they received specific educational support.
• Ask if they were given formal assessments or diagnoses, such as Fetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), dyslexia, or other challenges.
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If that’s the case, check with the lawyer, advocates, or others working with
the subject to get a copy.
If the subject may be struggling with FASD but has no formal diagnosis,
include it in the Gladue report and provide information in the option section
about how this may be addressed.
If you think they may have FASD, ask what they know about their mother’s
and father’s alcohol, drug, solvent, or tobacco use history — if their mother
drank alcohol when she was pregnant with them or their siblings, how they
know this, or who told them and when. Ask the subject if you can interview
that person for the Gladue report or if they may be willing to speak to the court.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
their educational experiences, including how they may have helped others.

Health
• Ask the subject to describe their physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
health, and how this affects them.
• Ask if they’re under a doctor’s care, and if they had any formal diagnoses.
Find out about medication that’s relevant to the offence or the subject’s
current state.
• Ask them to describe physical, emotional, or mental health challenges or
disabilities that prevent them from living on their own, and what type of help
they receive.
• Ask if they have a support person you can contact for the Gladue report.
Then ask the support person what kind of help the subject needs, such as
day-to-day living or managing assets or debts.
Check if they’re eligible for social assistance they’re not receiving, or other
programs (such as Community Living BC). For example, if they live with the
effects of FASD, describe when they were diagnosed and by whom. Include
supports they identify that help them manage their life.
• Ask about friends or memberships in social, professional, or religious
associations; if they have a support network (who, when, and why they call
on these people).
• Ask if they went through periods of poor health because of illness or injury,
how their life was affected, and if they have chronic or serious health
conditions that limit their abilities.
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• Ask for details of treatment programs or other supports they tried in the
past, including residential and/or outpatient; if the treatment was voluntary
or required; their experience in this program.
• Ask what Gladue factors (such as trauma or substance use) were
addressed in the past; if the treatment or counselling was successful or
partly successful; if previous treatment plans failed to address underlying
factors in their life, why.
• Ask if they attended addictions counselling meetings; about their
experience there; if sessions were effective, why or why not.
Get proof of their attendance at the meetings, if possible. For example,
maybe their alcohol and drug counsellors or spiritual adviser can provide a
letter or certificate. If they don’t have proof, contact treatment centres they
attended to get confirmation (you have to provide a copy of the subject’s
signed consent form).
• Ask about diagnosis for mental health issues; if they were prescribed
medication, what kind, and how it affected them.
Get documentation of their official diagnosis and names of anyone you can
talk to about these issues; for example, a doctor or therapist.
• Ask about their counselling experience in the community and correctional
facilities, including who, what, where, and when they attended; why
counselling was effective, or not.
Get proof of their attendance at the sessions, if possible, and who you
can contact for more information. Get copies of their certificates of
attendance they received.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
relation to their health or community health, including how they may have
helped others in the area of health or well-being (physical, emotional,
mental, or spiritual).
If the subject identified having suicidal tendencies, ask if they
need counselling and support. If they say they have suicidal
tendencies now, stop the interview and refer them to a trained
professional immediately.
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Network
• Ask for details about the subject’s network of support from family, friends,
community members, Elders, including how people support them, how
often they receive this support, the kinds of support they feel they need
to be successful.
If they say they have community support, interview those supporters
for confirmation. Get a letter of support from the band, Chief, teacher, or
other supporter.
• Ask the subject to describe how they showed strengths and resilience in
connecting with their network, including how they may have helped others.

Personal goals and strengths
• Ask if they’re interested in a program, job or volunteer opportunity; what their
employment plans are for the future, and if they can build on past experience.
Find out if their community offers programs, funds for skills training, or
offers Indigenous student grants or funding that could help them achieve
their educational goals.
• Ask if they have goals for their family or community, what they are, and
about other goals.
• Ask for details about their personal goals such as health, employment,
spiritual, or other.
• Ask the subject to describe their personal strengths (or good qualities).
Have they overcome difficult situations and shown resilience? How has that
resilience made them stronger? How will their resilience contribute to the
matter before the court?
• Keeping in mind the subject’s resilience and resistance, ask them about
situations where they overcame a challenge; for example, they came from
a violent background but didn’t become violent, or found positive ways to
deal with their life situation.
• What skills did they gain or what did they learn?
• How have they demonstrated persistence in their life, despite challenges?
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• What personal strengths or resilience have they shown to cope with
or overcome obstacles on a daily basis or for a major event, such as
graduating from a program or getting a job?
• Have they helped someone with their skills in the past, in the present,
or plan to help in the future, including family, community, or people who
may have had experiences similar to theirs?
Ask collaterals to share their knowledge of the subject’s personal strengths;
for example, despite repeated setbacks, the subject maintains a positive
outlook on life and tries to make improvements in their life.
In the Gladue report, describe what you identified; for example, people,
places, personal strengths that may help the subject reach their goals.
Describe how these contribute to the suggested options.
If they have available letters of support that demonstrate strengths, resilience,
and other qualities (skills or talents shown to overcome difficult circumstances
in life), include them in the Gladue report.

Attitude toward and understanding of the offence
Don’t include this section in a Gladue report for a bail hearing,
or if the subject plans to appeal their conviction.

• If the subject pleaded guilty or was found guilty at trial and won’t appeal,
ask them to explain their attitude toward the offence(s) and the effect on the
victim and community. For example, if they accept responsibility, ask what
was going on in their life at the time; what would they do differently.
Include information about their attitude toward and understanding of the
offence. Be careful not to give information that may link them to other
criminal activity.
• Ask them to explain how they plan to avoid criminal activity in the future.
Some judges may look for expressions of remorse, regret, ownership,
or responsibility. Consider including this if the subject pleaded guilty or
reported they take responsibility for the offence before the court.
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Indigenous community and Nation
For this section, interview the subject, their relatives, and a representative
from the subject’s Indigenous community and Nation (a band social worker,
hereditary Chief, trauma worker, Indigenous Justice Program worker,
community worker, respected Elder or knowledge keeper, counsellor, or
someone with knowledge of the subject’s off-reserve or urban Indigenous
community). In these interviews, you can confirm facts and help the court
consider the subject’s unique history. The subject’s history includes the laws,
policies, and practices that affect Indigenous peoples generally and their
community and Nation specifically.
Remember, the subject may belong to more than one community and Nation,
such as their parents’ community and Nation, the urban or off-reserve
community they grew up in (not just their traditional community), and so on.
Ask about each community and Nation separately. A community can also
mean a network of support and interaction, not a geographical location.

History of the Indigenous community and Nation
• Ask the name and general history of their Indigenous community and Nation
(location, population, cultural identity), and if it’s accessible or isolated.
• Ask what their home community was like when they were born, and now;
what it means to them to be from the community(ies) and Nation(s); how
they see their people compared to others.
• Ask about living conditions in the community; for example, if there’s poor
or no housing available, overcrowding, lack of clean water, poor economic
conditions, chronic unemployment, or only seasonal employment.
• Ask about problems with community health; if the community is “dry” or has
issues with substance use; if the community has a history of family violence
or foster care.
• Ask about community disconnection or disruption, including if someone
was affected by discrimination, neglect, violence, or other disruption, such
as people going missing.
• Ask if the subject and their family feel disconnected due to the effects
of Indian residential school, day school, Métis or other boarding school,
including mistreatment, loss of family contact or culture, substance use,
violence, or other Gladue factors.
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• Ask about the community’s and Nation’s unique cultural practices and
traditional activities (powwows, Potlatches); if the society is matrilineal
or patrilineal; the vitality of their culture (disconnected, revitalized); how
many members speak the Indigenous language.
• Ask if an Indian residential school or day school was in or near the
community; how many members attended (get official statistics where
possible); the effects from that experience, both community-wide and
for different families; how common the effects were, such as ongoing
abuse and substance use; the effect of Indian residential and day school
settlement payments on the community.
• Ask about other colonial effects; for example, other laws, policies, and
practices that affected the community and the entire Nation and may still
be felt today, such as the relocation of Inuit in the High Arctic specifically
affected the Inuit communities of Inukjuak and Mittimatalik, but the dog
slaughtering policies affected the entire Inuit Nation; how these issues
directly or indirectly affect them and their family; the community’s approach
to these intergenerational effects; what steps the community is taking to
address these issues, and if the subject takes part.
• If the subject lived in their Indigenous community, ask them to explain
their experiences and give details about who they’re in contact with, the
community’s relationship to them, and what traditions/cultural practices
they learned, including traditional values or knowledge.
• Ask about their participation in Indigenous community and Nation
traditions, activities, celebrations, or family gatherings as a child or
adult; for example, fishing, hunting, berry picking, Longhouse or Sweat
Lodge ceremonies, Hobiyee, Sundances or winter dances, Métis jigging,
Potlatches, funeral feasts, shame feasts, friendship centre events, or
volunteering for Elders or other community members.
• Ask for details about traditional activities they learned, such as carving,
beading, making drums, hunting, fishing, carrying out ceremonies.
• If the subject doesn’t feel connected, ask them to explain why; for example,
if they or their parents were placed in foster care outside of their Indigenous
community and Nation, adopted by a non-Indigenous family, suffered a loss
of status, or were banished.
• If they never lived in their community, ask why; for example, they may have
been disconnected from their family and culture because their grandmother
lost her status by marrying a non-Indigenous person and had to move off
reserve; ask how this law affected their family, such as loss of culture, family
support and connections, educational opportunities.
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• If the community or Nation is divided or deprived of access to their
traditional territory, ask the subject how they feel about this; if they or their
family members speak their Indigenous language, or why not; if they haven’t
learned other parts of their culture, and why.
• Ask why they’re connected to a community other than the band they’re
registered with; for example, through marriage or a move off reserve.
• If they live in an urban area, ask for details about connections they made
with other Indigenous people or organizations in the city.
• If they live off reserve, ask if they return to their traditional community,
Nation, or territory for visits and cultural events; how often and when, or
why not; if they’re connected with their Indigenous spouse or partner’s
community and Nation, ask for details.

Community perspective
It’s important to include the community’s perspective, needs, and community
alternatives to jail that are available and appropriate in a Gladue report.
Remember that community is defined broadly and means a network of
support and interaction available to the subject. This includes family, friends,
a friendship centre, First Nations organizations, Indigenous Justice Programs
workers, Indigenous justice organizations, community workers, Elders
councils, working groups.
A community can organize creative options for a subject. They can suggest
activities that aren’t organized through a society or organization, but ones that
community members can oversee.
Contact appropriate people and organizations and try to get answers to the
following questions, when relevant to the subject:
• Does the community support the subject and think the subject can change
their criminal behaviour?
• What social issues affect the community?
• How has the community addressed those issues?
• Is the community willing and capable to be responsible for providing
responses to criminal behaviour? For example, communities may suggest
suitable options and be ready to organize them.
• Does the community have a justice program or other practical way to
implement alternative options?
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• What culturally relevant alternatives to jail can the community arrange
that are healing for the subject and others involved, including the
community as a whole?
• Does the community have ways to help supervise the subject?
• What’s the subject’s understanding of and willingness to participate
in traditional Indigenous justice, through the identified Indigenous
community or local support agencies?
• What mainstream/non-traditional healing resources are available to
the subject?
• Who’s in the subject’s support network (spiritual, cultural, family,
and community)?
• What’s the quality of the subject’s relationship with family and
extended family?
•
contains more information on this topic

Aboriginal perspective: Indigenous law, practices, customs,
and traditions
In this section, provide information about Indigenous law, practices, customs,
and traditions relevant to the subject. These are more likely to be at the Nation
level than the community level. For example, the entire Tsilhqot’in Nation likely
has the same law, practices, customs, and traditions, while the Tsilhqot’in
communities may differ in their perspective and specific application.
When you include the Aboriginal perspective, with its different components,
explain how it applies to the subject’s situation.
You can gather information on Indigenous law and legal traditions in various
ways, such as by interviewing knowledge keepers or using written resources.
If you use a written resource, include it as an appendix in the Gladue report.

contains more information on this topic, including a bibliography
of legal publications about Indigenous laws for Nations in BC
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Summary
Before you describe the options in the next part of the Gladue report, briefly
sum up the subject’s background and community’s perspective, needs,
and options other than jail. Remind the court of Indigenous law, practices,
customs, traditions, and ways of upholding them that are relevant to the
subject. If you have a document on relevant Indigenous law, include it as an
appendix to the Gladue report.
To summarize the subject’s background, first think about the strengths and
resilience they’ve shown. Gladue factors are a part of the subject’s story but
don’t define them. Summarizing the subject’s demonstrated resilience for the
judge is a good reminder of this fact.
When summarizing Gladue factors, think about the facts that contributed to
the matter before the court, and, where possible, link them to Gladue factors
that had a negative effect in the subject’s life.
For easier readability, use short bullet points to present this information.
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You can use the following (or similar) language and adapt it as necessary for
this section of the Gladue report:
Over the course of preparing this Gladue report, a number of Gladue
factors became apparent, including: [List all relevant factors.]
[Subject’s name] is an Indigenous person [or man, woman, non-binary
person, transgender person, two-spirit person, or other identification they
want to use] from [community’s name] community or [First Nation’s name]
First Nation and [Nation’s name] Nation.

They’ve expressed a willingness to address the underlying factors that
have contributed to matters before the court.
A number of negative factors that affect Indigenous peoples in general
are present in [Subject’s name]’s personal life, including: [List all relevant
factors.]

1.
2.
3.
The community has some important insights for the court, including:
[List key points about the community’s perspective, their needs, and alternatives
to jail.]

1.
2.
3.
The court is respectfully reminded that [Subject’s name] is a member of
[Nation’s name] Nation, and that this offence was committed on the
territory of [Nation’s name] Nation. For this reason, this Gladue report
includes information on relevant laws, practices, customs, and traditions
of these Nations.
An appendix on [Nation’s name] Nation and [Nation’s name] Nation’s law
and legal traditions is also included. [if applicable]
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Attitude toward previous and proposed options
• If the subject attended programs or activities (such as treatment centres or
working with Elders), ask why these did or didn’t work; and why they think
this time will be different or more successful.
This information may be important to the outcome of their hearing. For
example, ask the subject what factors the programs helped them with,
such as unresolved trauma.
• Ask the subject if they’d like to attend particular programs, treatments,
or community options and why.

Options
After the summary, include the options you’d like the court to consider.
You can use the following (or similar) language and adapt it as necessary:
The following options, which consider the nature of the offence, the
background circumstances affecting the subject’s life, suggestions and
support from family, community, and [Nation’s name] law, practices,
customs, and traditions are respectfully submitted for the court’s
consideration:
[Describe the options.]
After you speak with the subject and their family, friends, support workers,
and Indigenous community, you should have a clear idea of realistic and
appropriate options for the judge to consider for the subject’s bail or
sentencing plan.
• In a bail plan, for example, include the subject’s commitment to attend
a cultural gathering once a week, work with an Elder, volunteer for their
Indigenous community or friendship centre, or participate in other activities
that keep them connected to their Indigenous culture.
• Keep in mind a bail or sentencing plan has to address the subject’s situation
and shouldn’t put vulnerable members of their community, including Elders,
at risk; for example, if the subject is charged with assault, don’t include
options that would put them in contact with the victim, unless the victim gave
informed consent, as is the case with some restorative justice programs.
• Be specific. A detailed bail or sentencing plan provides the court with
options that may allow the subject to stay in their community, if appropriate.
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• For a bail hearing, the options have to make sure:
• The subject will attend their court dates.
• The subject will be safe in the community, and won’t commit a crime if
they’re released from jail, and the public, including the victim, will be safe.
• Confidence in the justice system will be maintained.
• For a sentencing hearing, make sure the options you give:
• address the issues that contributed to bring the subject before the court
• promote the interests and safety of the victim and community as a whole
• include key components of healing to build personal relationships and
cultural connections for the subject, when relevant for them
• explain how they safeguard against the subject offending and/or
breaching conditions in the future
• Identify culturally appropriate alternatives (see page 65). Cultural options
should be specific to the person’s Indigenous community and traditions.
If they live in an urban area far from their Indigenous community, research
local Indigenous resources that may be helpful and meaningful. If they’re
not interested in connecting with their Indigenous background, culture, and
tradition, discuss reasons with them and respect their wishes. Include this
information in the Gladue report.
• For a sentencing hearing, ask the subject’s lawyer about the sentencing
range for their offence(s). It’s important to know if discretion is available to
the judge and what options may be appropriate. Knowing the sentencing
possibilities may help identify sentencing alternatives.
• Give the least restrictive options that are reasonable in the circumstances.
If the subject has to serve a minimum jail sentence for the offence(s),
provide information about prison programs available to help them,
especially Indigenous programs if the subject wants to participate.
• Consider the community’s perspectives and Indigenous law.
• For mandatory terms of two years plus a day (federal sentences), you could
mention section 84 of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act. This
allows an inmate eligible for parole to express their interest for release to an
Indigenous community. The judge would want to know that the Indigenous
community would be involved in release planning. Inmates in some cases
may be able to serve part of their sentence in an Indigenous community or
Indigenous residential facility, such as the Circle of Eagles Lodge Society.
• Don’t recommend probation terms or type of sentencing (such as house
arrest). The judge decides what’s appropriate in the circumstances.
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Culture/traditions
• If the subject wants to participate in culturally relevant options, give details
about available options and the subject’s willingness to participate. If the
subject identified cultural dislocation or loss as a factor in their life, list
programs or educational or cultural supports they’re willing to participate
in. Make connections between the cultural dislocation or loss and the
subject’s comments.
• List community activities or cultural traditions the subject can participate in
or volunteer for. Examples include Potlatches, winter dances, Sundances,
feasts, berry picking, gathering firewood, hunting, fishing, big house
ceremonies, Longhouse ceremonies, beading, drumming. Examples from
their past can often provide the basis for relevant options.
• Get details from a community representative about cultural traditions the
subject can take part in. Include specifics — names, contact information,
activity details, location, how they can get to and from the activity.
• Include potential barriers to the subject carrying out a cultural option; for
example, a community shunned the subject and won’t participate. Include
what the subject can do to address identified barriers, such as participate
in a healing circle, traditional feast, or traditional restorative justice option.
• If the cultural option needs the victim to participate, check if the victim and
the community will participate or not. Include the name of the person who
represents the victim, and if possible, get a letter saying they’re willing. The
victim needs to provide informed consent.
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Community connections
In the community’s perspectives, needs, and alternatives to incarceration
section, you included information about the community, their input, what they
believe could be done, and how they’re willing to support the subject. In this
section, include practical information. Who and what will be involved? Are the
support people or organizations aware and did they agree? When? Where?
Who pays? On what schedule? If some specific information can’t be shared
because of the nature of the intervention, include this information. Provide as
much practical information as possible.
• List Elders, cultural teachers, spiritual advisers, or others the subject
connected with or wants to connect with (with their consent), and how
they can help the subject.
• Give details about community Elders or others willing to work with the
subject; who they are, where they live, the proposed activity, why that
activity, and how it’ll help. Be clear which community members provided
the information.
• Identify someone in the subject’s community that they, their lawyer, or an
advocate can contact (a family member, friend, Elder, social development
worker, Chief, or band councillor) if they need help while in the community.
• List who makes up the subject’s support network (spiritual, cultural, family,
community, service providers, medical professionals) and if staying in
their community provides them with access to these people.
• Include a support plan (such as an Alcoholics Anonymous sponsor, a
trusted friend).
• For bail, describe how specific people and resources in the subject’s
community could help the subject follow bail conditions.

Counselling programs
• Describe counselling resources in the subject’s community to help them
address the issues that contributed to them getting into trouble with the
law. Counselling programs can relate to alcohol or drug use, trauma, family
violence, couples or parental counselling, employment, or life skills.
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• Describe underlying background factors the program can address, not just
symptoms; for example, unresolved trauma, not just alcohol or drug use.
An example is an Indigenous treatment program (residential/in-patient
or non-residential/drop-in) for alcohol and drug rehabilitation that also
offers trauma counselling to address intergenerational impacts, and helps
the subject develop an aftercare plan to address housing and recovery
maintenance.
• Include programs the subject is involved with now, when the programs
started, how long they run, what benefits the subject saw, and if they want
to continue. Describe background factors (trauma, substance use) the
program addresses and how.
• If the subject identified a program they want to participate in, explain why they
think this program will help them; for example, they may have participated
in similar programs that helped them in the past. Explain how this program
is different, or what changed in their life to make them think the program
can help now. See pages 68 – 69 for questions to ask treatment centres.
• Include educational, employment, life skills, or other culturally appropriate
programs that can help the subject. Give specific information about
enrollment dates, course length, the certification (diploma or other) they
want to achieve, or employment (on reserve or off reserve).
• Provide letters of support from the community; for example, Chief and
council, a friendship-centre alcohol and drug counsellor, or an Indigenous
treatment or healing lodge.
• List other relevant or healing resources available in the community or in
custody, even if they aren’t Indigenous programs. If the subject lives in an
urban area far from their Indigenous community, look into local Indigenous
resources that may be helpful and meaningful.

Indigenous law and legal traditions
Explain why the identified options uphold the relevant Nation’s (or Nations’)
laws, legal principles, or legal traditions. In other words, how are these options
respectful of their worldviews on justice, sometimes called their ways? You
must use a reliable source. Include other specific ways to uphold the relevant
Nation’s laws and legal traditions.
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Treatment centres checklist
Contact treatment centres to ask about access to services and programs.
In the Gladue report, give the contact person’s name. Depending on the
subject’s circumstances, ask:

What are the admission requirements; for example, being
sober for two weeks?
Is space available now? If not, what’s the typical wait period?

Is a referral necessary? From whom?
Are all gender identities accepted (female, male, transgender,
non-binary, two-spirit, or other)?
Does admission have Indigenous requirements?
Is the program appropriate for someone diagnosed with or
who may have FASD? What additional supports could make
this treatment an acceptable fit?
Can the program accommodate someone on methadone or
other prescription medication?
Are sex or violent offenders accepted in the program? If so,
what screening requirements should the court be aware of?
Where is the program located, and how would the subject
get there?
Is the program residential or non-residential?
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Are medical facilities on-site (in case detoxification is needed,
for example)?
Are family or friends allowed to visit?

Are participants allowed to leave the premises?

What Indigenous-directed/oriented content does it offer?
Does the centre have a specific program for residential or day
school survivors?
What are the areas of focus (alcohol addiction, drug addiction,
past traumas)?
What educational programs are available (basic life skills, trades,
or other learning experiences)?
What’s the cost? Who pays?

How long is the program?

What kinds of aftercare resources are offered?
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Guidelines to Write
a Gladue Report

A Gladue report is a life story, not just a collection of facts arranged in list
form. Make sure the subject’s information in the Gladue report follows a linear
timeline as much as possible and doesn’t go back and forth. Linear flow allows
the reader to follow the story. The Gladue report is a narrative of the subject’s
life from childhood, into their youth, and to their present age. Keep this in mind
as you write about different people and topics to tell the subject’s sacred story
in the Gladue report.
Using the words of the subject and collaterals with powerful statements is one
way to honour their story. Include quotes when they have impact and meaning;
for example, “Being taken from my family to go to residential school was scary.
I cried for a long time and never returned the same.”
Every piece of information in a Gladue report should help the judge
understand how the subject came to be in their situation. Some sentencing
options may help the judge address the underlying Gladue factors the subject
identified. The judge decides what’s appropriate in the circumstances. The
Gladue report helps them know the options they could consider.
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General tips
Length

Order

Weigh the importance of information
to keep the Gladue report concise. The
recommended number of pages may
depend on the organization you work for.

Try to put events in chronological
order (or a linear timeline as
described on page 71).

Language

Aa

Use formal language for the court.
Follow plain language principles to
avoid complicated words and sentences.

If you refer to documents, such
as an academic journal article, a
commission, inquiry report, or other,
provide full citations and references.

Websites

Word processing

If you include a website and link,
summarize the content. The reader can
look at the website later. Include only
reputable and official websites, such as
for bands and Indigenous Services Canada.

Set your word processing
program to English (Canada).
Check spelling and grammar.

Read aloud
When you finish writing the Gladue report,
read it out loud. If it doesn’t sound smooth
to you, the reader will likely have difficulty
following it.
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Objectivity
It’s your responsibility to present a complete and balanced Gladue report
based on the information from the people you interview and the documents
you use. This means you include both positive and negative information,
if relevant.
If your interview notes contain contradictory statements, address the
contradiction with the people you interviewed, if possible, to give them an
opportunity to respond. Use the subject’s own words to describe significant
events and effects to capture subjective experiences.
Make sure you’re not accidentally adding your own interpretations about what
was going on in someone’s life or the reasons for their behaviour. You can
report connections other people make, but you can’t include your own.

Advocacy
You must adopt a neutral and objective approach in the Gladue report. Don’t
insert your own assumptions, biases, or opinions, either directly or indirectly.
Use specific examples and details, such as when discussing abuse, so the
court can draw its own conclusion about whether the treatment was abusive.
Don’t include what someone seemed to imply.
Use the word “options,” not “recommendations.” The Gladue report in
R. v. Lawson was criticized for being more of an “advocacy piece” instead
of an objective Gladue report, particularly in its strong recommendation for
a conditional sentence.
Common trouble spots are abuse, racism (including systemic racism), and
reasons for substance use. When writing about those topics, be sure to pay
extra attention to your word choices.

Corroboration
You must make every effort to confirm information you receive directly from the
subject through interviews with other people. Judges have criticized Gladue
reports that contain unsubstantiated facts. Make sure you accurately attribute
all information in the Gladue report to the person or source who provided it.
Then cite the source who confirmed the information; for example, family or
community members, school assessments.
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Let the subject’s story guide you to people and documents you can access to
confirm events. Use direct quotes to identify the source and provide impact by
giving voice to the speaker in their own words.
Confirm information by phone or, best of all, get it in writing, such as a letter
of support. You can use reports and other documentation for corroboration
(for example, Canadian Police Information Centre; pre-sentence reports;
medical reports; report cards; certificates from a course, counselling program,
or addictions treatment program; diplomas). Attach these documents to
the Gladue report. The more information in a Gladue report that people or
documents support, the better.
Even if you can’t support the information in some way, or if no one can back
up the information (often the case for information about abuse), you can still
include it. Explain in the Gladue report that you can’t get corroboration if the
subject is disconnected from their family and community, pointing out that is
a Gladue factor.

Details to include
Focus on details relevant to what contributed to bringing the subject before
the court and the options available.
• For all parts of the Gladue report, ask yourself how Gladue factors
affected the subject’s life. This helps to distinguish a Gladue report from
a pre-sentence report.
• Acknowledge “normalization” — how the factors identified became
the subject’s normal way of life or part of common daily events.
• You don’t have to write detailed life histories for each person you
interview. You’re writing a Gladue report for the subject, not the collaterals.
• You need to address how colonization affected the subject. Include
systemic discrimination experienced by their family and Nation.
• You may find some overlap of information the subject gave you. Decide
where appropriate detailed information should go as you prepare the
Gladue report, keeping in mind your goal of a linear, chronological flow
of information, with minimal repetition.
• Include the subject’s strengths, successes, and resilience, preferably
in their own words and in the words of those around them, such as a
supportive family or band member, counsellor, teacher, or former employer.
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They can speak about the subject’s personal strengths, such as being a
hard worker, good at athletics or fishing, a loyal friend, and/or a helper to
the Elders, family, friends, or community.
• Show the subject’s unique Indigenous background. Avoid generalizations
and the use of secondary sources.
• Remember to write about positive aspects in the subject’s situation. For
example, maybe the subject was treated cruelly throughout childhood,
but they never showed violence toward others. This is positive and
worth including.

Review the Gladue report with the subject
It’s important to review the Gladue report with the subject to ensure you
accurately captured details and make sure it doesn’t contain errors, such
as a wrong birthdate or incorrect spelling of names. Don’t miss this step.
Reviewing the Gladue report with the subject is a trauma-informed practice.
Before you arrange the review with the subject, encourage them to have
supports in place following the review. Allow the subject to read their Gladue
report before it’s submitted to court. Remember, someone you interviewed
may have shared information the subject isn’t aware of.
Remind the subject that the matter before the court is just one chapter in
their life and doesn’t represent their entire life. They’re strong and resilient
and overcoming this challenge will continue to strengthen them now and in
the future.
It’s a good idea to keep this quote in mind:
Resiliency is the ability to withstand trauma and turmoil and be able to
proceed with living and engaging in a productive life.
[T]he majority of Indigenous peoples have a high degree of resiliency
despite their historical circumstances. It is this resiliency that enables
Indigenous peoples to persevere and continue their journey forward,
despite the often exhausting conditions and collective challenges they face.
— Renee Linklater, PhD, member of Rainy River First Nations in the traditional
territory of Treaty 3 and Senior Director of Shkaabe Makwa at the Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health; from her book, Decolonizing Trauma Work:
Indigenous Stories and Strategies
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Definitions for writing a Gladue report
Aboriginal. When used in Canada, this term usually refers to Canada’s first inhabitants,
and includes First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples. Canadian legal documents
(Constitution Act, 1982, and Supreme Court of Canada decisions) use this term,
which sometimes can be part of a defined Canadian legal concept.
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). A chronic condition that includes
a combination of persistent problems, such as difficulty sustaining attention,
hyperactivity, and impulsive behaviour.
Community. Broadly defined by the Supreme Court of Canada to include any network
of support and interaction that may be available to the subject, including in an
urban centre. However, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples explained
community is often used “to refer to a relatively small group of Aboriginal people
residing in a single locality and forming part of a larger Aboriginal nation or
people. Despite the name, a First Nation community would not normally constitute
an Aboriginal nation . . . (see Nation definition). Rather, most (but not all)
Aboriginal nations are composed of a number of communities.”
Enfranchisement. A legal process that stripped Aboriginal peoples in Canada of their
Indian status under the Indian Act. For example, in 1867 the Canadian government
offered Aboriginal peoples the right to vote as a means of assimilation; accepting
meant giving up Indian status. Most Indigenous women were involuntarily
enfranchised when they married non-Indigenous men. Others lost status by
moving off reserve, serving in the war, or going to university, or for other reasons.
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD). A range of disorders in children that
results from alcohol exposure during the mother’s pregnancy. FASD causes
irreversible brain damage and growth problems that lead to learning and
behavioural challenges.
First Nation. Term chosen by many Indigenous peoples to replace the term Indian
band. Can refer to one or more bands, a governing body, or an Indigenous
community. The word Nations appeared in the Royal Proclamation of 1763,
recognizing Indians as owners of their lands.
Indian. Term European settlers in North America used to describe Indigenous
peoples. Under the Indian Act, defined as a “person registered or entitled to be
registered as an Indian.”
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Indigenous. Term often used internationally to encompass a variety of peoples,
which Canada has also embraced. The United Nations has refrained from defining
Indigenous for many reasons, including the need for flexibility and to respect the
desire and right of each Indigenous peoples to define themselves. For practical
purposes, it’s often said Indigenous communities, peoples, and Nations have
a historical connection with pre-colonial societies that developed on their
territories, and consider themselves distinct, with their own culture, institutions,
and legal traditions.
Indigenous law. Each Nation’s laws and Indigenous legal traditions.
Inuit. Indigenous people in northern Canada who aren’t covered under the Indian Act.
Judicial notice. When a judge can recognize and accept a fact without needing
anyone to prove it in court (when the truth of the fact is so well known that it would
be unreasonable to doubt it). “In all instances it will be necessary for the judge to
take judicial notice of the systemic or background factors and the approach to
sentencing which is relevant to Aboriginal offenders” (R. v. Gladue at para. 83).
Métis. Complex term and varying approach to define who can identify as Métis.
Typically, Métis are people of mixed Indigenous and European descent,
and have a distinct cultural identity separate from their Indigenous and
non-Indigenous ancestors. They share a common culture, language (Michif),
history, and political tradition. The Powley case set the legal definition of Métis
as people who continue to have ties to a historical Métis community, and are
accepted as such by that community.
Nation. According to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, a “sizeable body
of Aboriginal people with a shared sense of national identity that constitutes the
predominant population in a certain territory or collection of territories.” This sense
of national identity “is usually grounded in a common heritage, which comprises
such elements as a common history, language, culture, traditions, political
consciousness, laws, governmental structures, spirituality, ancestry, homeland
or adherence to a particular treaty. Aboriginal groups sharing a common heritage
constitute what can be described as historical nations, because the factors that
unite them have deep roots in the past.”
Non-Status Indians. Indigenous peoples whose ancestors were never registered
under the Indian Act, or who, through intermarriage with non-Indigenous people
or “voluntary” enfranchisement, lost their legal status while retaining their
Indigenous identity.
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Offender. Someone found guilty of an offence.
Restorative justice. A form of justice focused on repairing the harm done by a
crime and giving the offender, victim, and community opportunities to heal.
Sentencing principles. Purpose and principles of sentencing set out in Part XXIII
of the Criminal Code (sections 718 – 718.2) that guide judges when deciding a
fit sentence in each case (see page 9).
Status Indians. Indigenous peoples legally registered as Indians under the Indian Act.
Trauma. Continuing after-effects of an event or series of events that overwhelms the
person’s capacity (or resources) to cope, including overwhelming emotions from
experiencing personal life-changing events. A response to trauma can show
up in physical factors (health, biology, including neurobiology or behaviour),
psychological or mental factors (mood, emotions, thoughts, beliefs), and
engagement in social or relationship patterns (including in the legal process).
Specific examples may include substance use or low self-esteem. Trauma
patterns can develop intergenerationally, such as when a person whose relatives
were incarcerated also becomes incarcerated. Or trauma patterns may include
victim-offender overlap (a person is both a victim and an offender, as other
people in their lives may have been). Trauma patterns may also include an
abused person becoming an abuser. Some people may not recall parts of their
life, or may bury painful memories. Regardless of the state of their memory, they
may be triggered by aspects of trauma reoccurring in the present that cause more
emotional turmoil.
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Gladue Report Template
for Sentencing

Notes for Gladue report writers
• Use this template as a guide when you write a Gladue report
for sentencing.
• Comments in brackets are provided as guides and must be
removed before submitting the Gladue report.
• If the subject has concerns about portions of the report being
read aloud in court, add the following note to the top of the Gladue
report under the confidentiality warning: “The information on
page 00, paragraph 00, to page 00, paragraph 00, is sensitive. It is
asked that judicial actors not discuss this information out loud in
open court.”
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Gladue Report for [Subject’s Name] — Sentencing Hearing
The information contained in this Gladue report is confidential and
intended for the use of the individual named below and the court
hearing. Copying, distributing, or disseminating this report to third
parties is prohibited.

Contact information
Name:
Date of birth:
Place of birth:
Address:
Indigenous community and Nation:
[List all communities and Nations that apply to the subject.]

Court and case information
Court:
Court file number(s):
Defence counsel:
Court date:
Offence(s) committed:
Committed on territory of: [List Nation/community.]
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Information sources
People you contacted to prepare this report:
[List the names of people you successfully contacted to prepare the
Gladue report and those you tried to contact.]

1.
2.
3.
Documents you reviewed to prepare this report:
[List the documents and websites you reviewed to prepare the
Gladue report.]

1.
2.
3.
Information about [subject’s name]
[See page 27 for direction on Gladue reports at sentencing.]

Personal and family history:
[Describe the subject’s personal history from birth to their current age.]
[Describe the subject’s family history. Include relationships with their
relatives, partners, friends, and any incidents that have affected the family
and the subject, such as intergenerational trauma and attendance at Indian
residential school or day school. See page 44 for more information.]

Current circumstances:
[Describe the subject’s current life circumstances. See page 50 for more
information.]

Residence:
[Include details about the subject’s current residence and if they would like
to live somewhere else after sentencing.]
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Finances:
[Include details about the subject’s current finances and their view of money
generally.]

Employment:
[Include details about the subject’s current job and their employment
generally.]

Education:
[Include details about the subject’s education and their goals for future
education.]

Health:
[Describe the subject’s health, including physical, mental, or cognitive
impairments such as FASD, including substance use.]

Network:
[Describe the subject’s network, including friends, family, or supportive
organizations, and their influence on the subject. Include offers of support
for the subject.]

Personal goals and attributes:
[Describe the subject’s personal goals and attributes. Include programs,
training, and other opportunities they’ve taken or would like to take such as
training for employment.]

Attitude toward and understanding of the offence:
[Describe the subject’s attitude and their understanding of the offence.]
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[Subject’s Name] Indigenous community and Nation

History of the Indigenous community and Nation:
[Provide information about the subject’s Indigenous community(ies) and
Nation(s) and their connections to it. Explain any effects of colonization
on the community and Nation, including intergenerational effects of Indian
residential school or day school. This is specific to the Nation or community
and may be different than what the subject and their family experienced. See
page 57 for more information.]

Community perspective
[Provide information about the community’s perspective. See page 59 for
more information.]

Aboriginal perspective: Indigenous law, practices, customs
and traditions
[Provide information about relevant Indigenous law, practices, customs,
and traditions. If you have this information, explain how it can apply to the
subject’s situation. See page 60 for more information.]

Summary
[Summarize in point form the subject’s background. Include Gladue factors
that affected them.]
[Summarize in point form the community’s perspective.]
[If you included it, remind the court of the presence of relevant Indigenous
law, practices, customs, traditions, and ways of upholding them.]
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Attitude toward previous and proposed options
[If the subject attended previous treatment(s) or was the subject of previous
intervention(s), provide their thoughts around these and why they worked or
didn’t work. Include comments on the subject’s attitude toward the options
provided in the Gladue report. See page 63 for more information.]

Options
[Provide details about options you include; for example, a treatment centre
or other culturally relevant intervention such as a ceremony. See page 63 for
more information.]

Respectfully submitted,
[Insert your electronic signature.]

Gladue report writer, on (date)
Writer’s qualifications
Brief summary:
[Briefly summarize your education, qualifications, and experience.]

Appendix — Indigenous law resources [if applicable]
[See page 60 for more information.]
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Where to Get More Help

Aboriginal Legal Aid in BC
aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca
This website has information on Gladue principles, Indigenous legal issues,
First Nations/Indigenous Courts, and who can help.
Native Courtworker and Counselling Association of BC
nccabc.ca
604-985-5355 (Greater Vancouver)
1-877-811-1190 (elsewhere in BC)
Native courtworkers give culturally appropriate services to Indigenous
peoples involved in the criminal justice system. They can also connect
the subject to Indigenous community groups for help with other issues
such as substance abuse or family problems.
BC First Nations Justice Council
bcfnjc.com
The BC First Nations Justice Council offers legal services for Indigenous
people in BC, including Indigenous justice centres, a Gladue program, and
support for complaints against police officers, judges, and lawyers.
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Métis Nation British Columbia
mnbc.ca
This governing Nation implements culturally relevant social and economic
programs and services for Métis in BC.
Canadian Legal Information Institute
canlii.org
This website has case law involving Gladue principles.
Indigenous Justice Programs (IJP) in BC
justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/rj-jr/sch-rch.aspx
Below the map, enter your address and select Yes in the IJP? drop-down box.
Click Apply Filters. The IJPs in your area will appear. You can also zoom in to
the map to see the locations of the IJPs.
Restorative Justice Programs in BC
gov.bc.ca
In the search bar, type restorative justice programs. Click the link Crime
reduction through restorative justice. At the bottom of the page, click
Restorative Justice Programs in British Columbia (PDF).
Attorney General
gov.bc.ca/gov/content/justice
See the Criminal Justice section for more information on bail and sentencing.
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More about Gladue

Gladue and You

Gladue at
Bail and
Sentencing

What Are
First Nations/
Indigenous
Courts?

Gladue
Submission
Guide

Best Practices for
Writing Gladue
Reports and
Understanding
Gladue Principles

Guide for the
Legal Review
of Gladue
Reports

aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca

How to Get Free Copies of
Legal Aid BC Aboriginal
Publications
Legal Aid BC offers many free publications on
Aboriginal issues, such as harvesting rights
(fishing, hunting, and gathering) and child
protection.
Read: aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/read
Order: crownpub.bc.ca
(under Quick Links, click BC Public
Legal Education & Information)

Questions about ordering?
604-601-6000
distribution@legalaid.bc.ca

Feedback on this publication?
publications@legalaid.bc.ca

@legalaidbc

